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Term paper dealers-profit in others' work'
By The Associated Press
A move is under way in a small but growing
number of slates to curb what is becoming a
successful service industry in college towns
from the Ivy League to the Pacific Coastmerchandising term papers on the open market.
In the California Legislature, the New York
courts and the Massachusetts attorney general's
office, public officials backed or goaded by
college authorities are moving against young
entrepreneurs who are getting rich by churning
out other people's homework
Ever since a pair of pioneering brothers
launched a Boston term paper factory 18 months
ago and extended its operations to 49 other
branches nationwide, more than 100.000 papers
have been sold to students and the number of
competing firms is proliferating

"I AM HELPING students overcome the busy
work and repetition and wasted time of going
from shelf to shelf and page to page doing term
papers in which no learning is involved." says
Ward Warren. 23. who with his brother.
Kenneth. 27. founded Termpaper Research
Unlimited Inc.
The brothers say they did $1.8 million worth of
business last year.
Termpapers Unlimited and the others
advertise openly in campus newspapers-"Are
you cramped for time'' Let us help you." reads
one ad that reaches students who pay from $2 to
id a page for documented research on topics as
varied as Aztec socila structure
Zambian foreign policy.
The papers are composed by ghostwriters,
including moonlighting faculty members,
graduate students and technical writers, many

with M.A. and Ph. D degrees, who sign
agreements relinquishing their rights to their
works.
"WE'VE GIVEN these trained people a better
way to make money and the students have
access to a clearing house for information.'' said
Ed Whalen. 29. a former English instructor who
is vice president and chief editor for Creative
Communications Consultants in Urbana. Ill
The ghostwriters get anywhere from $2 to $5 a
page for their products.
This view-and the practice of peddling term
papers-is the target of a measure introduced bv
California Assemblyman Jim Keysor that would
make it a misdemeanor lo sell term papers to
students in higher education institutions
"This bill is against the sellers and not against
students.'' said Keysor. a Granada Mill
Democrat. "I think getting it passed could be a

little tough because people will argue you can't
legislate morality."
THE REACTION of educators and
administrators to the term paper business has
been mixed, ranging from violent opposition to
philosphical re-evaluation of the efficacy of
term papers
1'arvard Dean of Students Archie Epps calls
the term paper companies "a blot on the
conscience of American institutions of higher
learning" and an official at Southern Illinois
University said the firms reflect "a breakdown
in the relationship between faculty and
students."
On the other hand, David J Carson, dean of
students at Babson College in Massachusetts.
Ward Warren's alma mater, sees the term paper
companies as a spur to new thinking
Perhaps there wil! be some serious and

h neficial gains out of all this if it causes some
I 'valuation of the whole process of which term
pat -"rs are a part." he said
WARD WARREN said students seem to have
no second thoughts about buying a term paper.
He told a story of a freshman who bought and
submitted as his own work a five-page paper
entitled, "Why I Wouldn't Use a Professional
Term Paper Writing Service "
Not every student is a putential customer.
Warren said, and Termpapers Unlimited
occasionally advises would-be clients to do the
work themselves if the paper is a short one.
Would he himself purchase a term paper
prepared by a commercial service"' Warren was
asked.
"No sir." he replied with a straight face. "I've
got an image to protect "
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™ Senate ok's education bill,
rejects busing amendment

Sylvia Chita, left, Ann Skinner and Julie Gabriel,
11
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" m*mD*n e' 'he Clutter College, diets up Proul
Hall with thit mural they are painting in the main

lobby.
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Candidates to speak
during coffee hour
Coordinator of cultural affairs and
coordinator of state and community
affairs candidates will speak today at
the Candidate Coffee Hour sponsored
by the Commuter Organization.
Candidates for coordinator of
cultural affairs are Chris Mct'raken,
Student Services Ticket (SSTl;
Jacques Morgan. Student Unity iSU)
party; and Karen Shepler. Student
Action Group (SAGI. A representative
from SAG will speak for Ms Shepler
wHo cannot attend.

Candidates for coordinator of state
and community affairs are Lou
Schroeder. SAG, Glenn Bowen, SU;
and Steve Miller, SST.
Friday morning, candidates for
coordinator of academic affairs will
speak
The speakers will be Bill Arnold.
SST; Peter Gustafson. SAG; and Jim
Siders. independent.
The talks begin at 10 a.m. in the
Commuter Center. Moseley Hall.

WASHINGTON (API- The Senate
turned down by one vote a last-minute
effort to revive the stringent Grilfin
antibusing amendment yesterday and
then passed 88 to 6 the $23-billion higher
education-school desegregation bill.
The controversial proposal of
Republican Whip Robert P. Griffin of
Michigan to strip federal courts of
power to order busing in school
desegregation cases was brought up
again by Sen Robert Dole of Kansas,
the Republican national chairman, just
before the passage vote.
This time it was beaten 48 to 47 with
every senator present voting just as he
did when it was rejected 50 to 47
Tuesday
THE DIFFERENCE was that two
opponents-Gale W. McGee. (D-Wyo.)
and Robert T. Stafford. (R-Vl.)-were
absent yesterday.
Senate passage of the mammouth
education bill, which covers many
subjects besides busing, sent it to
conference with the House
The congressional stand on busing
finally will be decided in that
conference since the House did include
three stiff antibusing amendments
when it passed, the legislation last
November.
The Senate did put into the bill a
compromise amendment offered by
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield of
Montana and Republican Leader Hugh
Scott of Pennsylvania in an attempt to
head off more stringent c"r>»«
The major section of the full bill
authorizes large additional sums and
new formulas for aid to college

students, both grants and loans, and
also to all institutions of higher
education.
Another important part of the
measure would make available $1.5
billion requested by President Nixon to
help school districts facing
desegregation problems
A third important feature of the bill
would set up a $390-million program to
improve education for 177,500 Indian

children who attend public schools
AN AMENDMENT seeking to
preserve the absolute right of parents
to a neighborhood school was rejected
67-26
The Mansfield-Scott compromise,
readopted Tuesday, would leave it up to
local school boards to decide whether
to ask for federal funds for busing to
carry out desegregation orders. It
would bar use of federal money for this

purpose when the busing would risk the
health of the children or impinge on the
educational process
It would also prohibit federal
officials from inducing local officials
to use busing where students would be
moved from good schools to poor
schools, and it would stay until all
appeals had been exhausted the
implementation of any order for busing
across school district lines.

Bush speaks today
In Grand Ballroom
Ambassador George Bush, United States representative to the United
Nations, will speak today at 12:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Bush began his activities in the United Nations in 1971 after touring
several European countries in order to familiarize himself with the
organizations and agencies working under the auspices of the United
Nations.
He gained worldwide attention last fall when he led the unsuccessful
fight to implement President Nixon's two-China policy.
A graduate of Yale University with a B.A. in economics Bush served in
the Navy during World War II. In 1966 he was elected to the U.S. House of
Representatives from Texas. He was re-elected in 1968
While in the House he served on the Ways and Means Committee,
drafted legislation proposing the establishment of a Joint Select Committee on Population and Family Planning and was chairman of the Task
Force on Earth Resources and Population.
His speech is sponsored by Cultural Boost, the Student Body Organization and the Student Activities Office. The event is free and open to the
public

Ambattador George Buth

Commuters cramped'
Editor's note: The following is the
second article in a three-part series on
commuters. Information for the
articles was gathered by Janet
Romaker and Julie Kazmierczak,
Undents enrolled In an intermediate
reporting class. The final article will be
printed tomorrow.
One of the biggest problems facing
commuters is the cramped conditions
in the one part of the University they
can call their own-the Commuter
Center
According to a recent survey of
commuters, conditions in the center
were ranked as the number one
problem, with crowded parking lots
and the long idle hours between classes
running a close second and third.
However, Ms Hazel Smith, director
of the center, said officers in the
Commuter Organization are working to
solve the problems.

Crowded
center

Ml..»»ilibytol»M.I»,
University commuters relax between dosses in the center in the basement in
Moteley Had. The students cite long, idle hours between dosses and cramped
conditions in the center as two problems they face.

Jane Yeagle. sophomore l Ed. I from
Elmore, said commuters need the
center in order to become involved with
other students and the University.
"I feel very strongly that the present
Commuter Center should be enlarged
and remodeled," Ms. Yeagle said."
"We freeze in the winter and roast in
the summer. The facilities aren't
adequate to accommodate the large
number of commuters."
Although about 7.300 students at the
main campus are registered as
commuters, the center has a legal
seating capacity of only 22S persons.
Ms. Smith said the over-crowded

conditions at the center often force
many commuters to find their own
personal places to study. During the
warmer months, she said she has found
commuters sleeping, studying or eating
lunch in their cars.
Because these students are separated
from the rest of the commuters, many
of them are even more alienated from
campus life than the students who
congregate in the center, she said.
The center, located in the basement
of Moseley Hall, is usually flooded
every year during the spring thaw.
"There's nothing we can do about it,"
said George Young, communications
secretary for the Commuter
Organization. "Because the center's
located below the water table,
everything drains in here. I guess we'll
just have to tolerate it."
Although Commuter Organization
officers have requested more facilities
for commuters, the Administration has
reportedly tabled the requests because
of a lack of funds and space for
expansion.
Many students have labeled the
parking lots especially reserved for
commuters as "outer Siberia" and the
"boondocks."
Barry Emch. sophomore (Ed.) from
Waterville, recommended that the
University establish open parking lots
on a "first come, first served" basis.
Ms. Smith said the only solutions she
could offer to the parking problem
would be either to build high-rise
garages- which would be very
expensive"~or to operate shuttle buses

from the parking lots farthest from the
main campus buildings.
However, she said Parking Services
has done more to help commuters
"than any other service on campus."
Parking Lot Five behind the cemetery
was especially added for commuters,
she said.
Some commuters advised that the
lots, particularly Lot Four on Pike
Street and Lot Seven behind Offenhauer
Towers, be paved.
Young also recommended that the
University plow the parking lots during
the winter to make it easier for
students to park their cars and walk
into campus
Ms Smith said they are protesting
the increase in parking fees.
In addition to crowded facilities and
parking difficulties, many students
face long hours between classes.
Tom Atkinson, freshman (Ed.) from
Liberty Center, said his average class
day lasts from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.. which
he said is longer than a regular working
day for many people
However. Ms. Smith said commuters
are given some consideration when the
University begins to schedule classes.
But she said it's impossible to give
every commuter a perfect schedule.
Ms. Smith also said she tries to make
special arrangements for commuters
stranded in Bowling Green because of
bad weather. Commuters in town
occasionally house a stranded student
overnight, and she too often opens her
home to commuters forced to stay in
town.

1 Th. (G N.wi, Ihundoy. Mo.ch 2, 1973
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epueRiaLS
system squelches freedom
abortion laws
■

i

In Ohio, abortion is a felony. The abortionist and the woman are
both punishable.
In Ohio, there is a penalty for aiding, giving, or possessing
information about where or how abortions may be obtained.
Abortion is prohibited in Ohio. . except to save the life of the
mother.
No consideration is given to the sanity of the mother, the
financial burden of a baby, the welfare of an unwanted child or
the mental anguish placed on the parents of the child.
The State of Ohio seems to know more about these things than a
pregnant woman who admits her baby will not receive adequate
care and is willing to undergo the anguish that accompanies an
abortion.
The State of Ohio does not want the practice of abortion to take
place on its fair land. It is against the law to suggest or aid the
pregnant woman in finding another location to have the abortion.
She is left alone to go to another state, and pay a huge fee. Or
she has the opportunity of accepting a crude abortion method that
may kill her.
Two bills to change Ohio's stringent abortion laws were
introduced into the House last year. They did not even reach the
floor to be read It will be two or more years before the bills arc
brought up again.
In the meantime, there will be unwanted pregnancies and more
unwanted babies. There will be poorly reared children and
unhappy marriages, broken homes and unstable families.
All because the State of Ohio has determined what is morally
right for its citizens All because the State of Ohio knows more
about an unborn baby than its own mother All because Ohio has
archaic laws that should be repealed.

Editor's Note: The following Is Ike
concluding part of
a University
graduate's experleaces la an Ohio jail
and court. The author kas requested to
remain anonymous.

My first day in jail is approaching its
end as I write this paragraph. Thus far. I
have met two fellow criminals.
One lady was in for writing a bad
check. She was a divorcee, with a
husband soon to appear in court for
nonpayment of support, four kids to feed,
and no money. So she wrote a bad check
for seven dollars to feed her family. And
was subsequently arrested and jailed.
Justice?
My second companion in our eight by
eight home was also arrested for petty
larceny. She got a $50 fine and three
days
She had no lawyer She pled guilty on
her first appearance. Why was the court
more lenient in this case? What went on
behind the public's back'' Surely "His
Honoi
did not feel a twang of
conscience. The court records will never
show what influenced him.
Thus far we have had three meals. The
menus are straight from the planning
boards of a junior high school home
economics departments.
Well-balanced,
nourishing,
drab
garbage My stomach still growls, either

from hunger, or in disgust, at this
mention of the menu.
Upon my arrival here at the county
jail, I was ushered upstairs, searched
and assigned to a top bunk. Amazed by
having to climb to a top bunk, when two
other cells with empty lower bunks were
available. I asked. "Why do I have to
sleep up there?"
The brisk reply was: "Okay, now,
don't give me any back talk. I have
enough trouble here I didn't put you
here
You got yourself in this
predicament."
I realized that to co-exist with my
jailer, I must not speak. Surely anything
I would say would be construed as "backtalk." Very friendly lady.
Our cell deserves some attention now I
believe The floors and walls are cement,
the ceiling solid metal.
Beside our bunk bed, we have half a
metal picnic table bolted to the floor and
walls, and a small wooden "window
seat."
We are lucky to be in the luxury section
of the floor. Ours is the only cell with a
shower in it. Only one slight stipulation we can't use it. Orders.
AFTER EACH meal we have to wash
our dishes in a small sink with controlled
water flow. We even have the means to
flush our own John here

Our lighting consists of a single, but
very bright, light bulb. It comes on at
7:15 a.m. automatically, and goes off at 1
am It is so bright that if I close my
eyes. I can feel a flood of relief from the
strain. I now have a permanent
headache. I assume it's the light glare.
During the day we are given the
freedom of the entire third floor This
includes a small hallway, and one other
cell. The third cell is locked from our
curious minds.
No men are allowed past the second
floor. Our only contact with the outside
world is the friendly lady jailer
mentioned before It will be good to get
outside again

When I first came here I brought with
me three books and a portable radio The
radio was left here in the cell, but the
books were taken from me.
They were termed "risque" by the
lady jailer. The titles are: "Do It!". "We
are Everywhere", and "Don't Shoot UsWe Are Your Children."
Risque for whom? Isn't it only my
mind that will be exposed to whatever is
in these books'' Aren't I mature enough
to decide for myself what I want to read?
Instead of these relevant, thoughtprovoking books, I am left to read
"Ladies Home Journal," "Home &
Garden," "Decorating." and numerous

other out-dated magazines written with
the modern, social woman in mind. Also
present is an ancient copy of "The
American Legion Magazine -to inspire
my thoughts in the right direction.
WELL, I'M free now. As I sit here at
my typewriter in my cozy little
apartment, with carpeted floors and
gayly decorated walls and barless
windows, the only feeling I have is that
I'm glad to be out of there.
I did not exit the jail bitter and
vindictive. What happened to me,
happened because I made one mistake,
and the fair and impartial judicial
system of this fair city saw fit to punish
me in this way.
I write this in the hopes that those of
you reading itwho have the education and
ability to correct and reform the system
will think about what 1 have said.
If you feel that the court and the jail
situations are in no need of upheaval and
change, then cast this article aside as an
amusing anecdote.
If, on the other hand, you can and want
to do something about it-do it now'
The time will never be better than the
present. Conditions can only get worse,
as the corrupt politicians in this city and
state steadily gain a firmer foothold in
the formulation of its policies

valid threat?
Wed like someone, somewhere to answer one little question for
us.
If Student Council, made up of representatives elected by the
student body, approves a new constitution for student
government, then why should the dean of students office be able
to force council members to accept 31 revisions to the
constitution under the threat that if they don't, the March 8
student elections will be canceled''

uncle benito

aw, sit down
ByCMySaopts
Editorial Editor
Dear Uncle Benito.
There has been quite a bit ot
controversy lately over the physical
position one takes while the Bee Gee
Falcon Fight Song is played during an
athletic event.
It seems that students living on the
south end of campus are in the habit of
keeping their hands in their pockets
while the Bee Gee Warriors are urged to
Roll On by the band
The students who reside on the north
end of campus have the habit of keeping
tjieir left leg crossed over their right leg
during the musical plea to fight fur Bee
Gee
The controversy. Uncle, between the
two groups arose because one group is not
showing proper respect to the team, the
school and the band by their physical
position.
The only trouble is. we are nut sure
Which group is in the wrong
The south end students contend that
pants pockets are the American way of
life and so is athletics, therefore, they
believe they are showing due respect
The north end students say this is not
sp. They lake the cross-legged position
because next to hot dogs and mustard,
crossed legs are truly American (The
right leg is not crossed over the left,
because that would break the continuity
of the bleachers. If two students come to
a game together, and one crosses the
right leg over the left and the other, the
left over the right, then the two
spectators will bump It is standard
procedure during a game to announce
when one is going to shift legs--the entire
row can do so simultaneously and the
bumping problem would be eliminated.)
MY ONLY question, Uncle. is--which
side is right" Which position should I
practice during the Fight Song?
If the south end students think pockets

are so American, what about the new
styled pants with no pockets'' How do
they explain this injustice'' Is putting
une s hands in their pockets really an
adequate display of love for school and
spurts when most athletic uniforms don't
even have pockets to begin with? Are
they being a little hypocritical here'1
I alsu fail to see the reasoning behind
the north end students who claim crossed
legs are American. That position seems
to be more Oriental to me-like yoga.
There is an important question facing
me How should I openly display my
loyalty and love to my school, my team,
my country and athletics? In other
words, what should I do with my arms
and legs when the Falcon Fight Song is
roaring through the game?
Should 1 take the position of the north
or south student? Or should I make a new
position on my own?
I COULD COPY some of the finger
motions you and the other relatives give
to each other when you are playing
Bocce Ball-but I'm not sure what they
mean-or if they are all that effective
There are a lot of things I could do.
Finger in my nose, leg splits, head
between my legs, hand on my head, foot
in my mouth, tongue touching my chin or
harmonic burping. Maybe I could start
something new and others will follow
me.
When you come to think about it. why
do anything during the Fight Song? One
could just sit there and hide his feelings
about America and basketball. Or one
could just stand there and look at the
tuba player.
But those alternatives are cop outs.
Respect. We're talking about respect and
guts here Respect for the fight song and
the guts to admit it.
If crossing legs and putting one's hand
in one's pockets are displays of respect
or disrespect, then by all means, it
should be done
I only wish I knew which was which.

'AIR FORCE ONE HAS LANDED . .
BEAMING DOWN THE RAMP

THE DOOR OPENS ... HE COMES BOUNDING AND
. . I STEP FORWARD TO GREET HIM—ZONGI'

Lerrers

new policy for film selection
Here is an informative look at the
U.A.O. Movie Committee.
It is true that in the past the members
of the movie committee would meet one
night during spring quarter to list the
movies each member was interested in
seeing. The movies were to have been
tallied and the ones at the top of the list
ordered.
Naturally, it is ridiculous to choose the
film program for a full year in one day
Even more ridiculous is the fact that
films with low appeal were chosen when
better films could be obtained for less
money
Although this may be the result of the
makeup of the U.A.O.. there are some
films which shouldn't be overlooked by
anyone It is this assumption which
limited the number of people selecting
the films in the past.
Although this may have been the
situation several years ago when fewer
films were presented, it is certainly not
the case now since three times more
films are ordered than the current or
recent hits available.
It is for this reason that a new policy
should be made available to the campus

to involve the student body itself in the
film selection process.
PETITIONS AND individual requests
for specific films may be mailed or
presented in person to the Movie
Committee. U.A.O.. University Union
'The greater the number of people
requesting a film, the greater the chance
the film will be shown.
Unfortunately, any organization is
limited to the films available at discount
rates
This limits the U.A.O. to
presenting films which are at least two
years old.
A further limitation is presented by the
differences in policies of the various film
libraries about the country. However,
despite the limitations imposed upon the
U.A.O.. there are still many good films
available, so why not try your luck?
To set the record straight, we are not
under obligation to buy films from any
given company. This rumor may have
arisen from Warner Brothers' policy of
block booking which now requires a
minimum of 28 films out of the year's
program Most of the least-liked films
shown this year were picked to

rudeness

accompany the better Warner Brothers
films as per this plan.
These films all cost the Union 55 cents
per person whether the admission was
free or $1.00. Naturally, this is a useless
waste of money which could and will be
applied to films of greater interest to the
student body.
The best way to gauge this interest is
probably to draw up a list of tentative
films for the coming year for criticism

by the student body This list is now
waiting in the U.A.O. office for your
suggestions.
Criticisms of any specific films you
may have seen will be especially
welcome.

Eric Rosen
Chairman. U.A.O. Movie Committee
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let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.
_____

I recently attended a meeting where a
student body candidate was campaigning
for his vice presidency. The dominant
appeal was for black unity and an
improved
quality
of
black
representation.
A member of the audience submitted
his opposition to the candidate's being
elected. He claimed that on several
occasions he had extended his greetings
when they encountered one another and
he deliberately failed to reciprocate. The
candidate attributed his actions to his
recently being relaeased from a penal

institution.
The significance of this person's
dissertion was awarded little attention. I
fail to conceive how anyone who fails to
respond to a common courtesy can
properly represent me or other black
people of Bowling Green.
If he cannot exchange a simple
greeting how can he begin to exchange
his ideas with desires of Bowling Green
students?
Thomas Bugg
370 Rodgers
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Expected budgets on docket

Council to hold fund hearings
The University Budget
Council will beholding hearings next week to acquire
information for proposing a
budget for the 1972-73 academic year
On Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday of next week
the council will devote five
hours a day to hearing and
deliberating
information
received from the heads of
different areas of the
University

Tuesday morning the provost and all of the University
vice presidents will give
overviews of their current
level of funding and their
expectations of the budget
they will need for next year.
Tuesday evenings the
council will receive information from the heads of
special programming such
as intercollegiate athletics,
minority affairs and the
University Union. It will also

hear from the heads of
major auxiliary areas such
as buildings and facilities
and the Student Wealth Center.

Wednesday and Thursday
the council will deliberate on
the information and try to
break it down into less general areas, according to Dr.

Apartheid talk
slated for Mon.
A speech entitled "Politics
of Apartheid in South
Africa' will be presented
next Monday night by Dr
Michael Nwanzi. director of

Candidates
The class standing of
four candidates for.
student body offices
were incorrectly listed
in the February 25 issue
of The News
Jack Bamberger.
Pete Kotsatos. and Jeff
Sherman, all listed as
sophomores.
are
juniors. Steve Miller,
listed as a freshman, is
a senior

African Studies at Howard
University. Washington,
DC.
Dr. Nwanzi, a graduate of
Oxford University, England,
is a former BGSU political
science professor.
The program is sponsored
by the Black African Peoples
Association iBAPAI.
Immediately following the
speech, a movie entitled
"Cry The Beloved Country"
will be shown.
According to Nobby
Emmanuel. BAPA pro
gram director, the activities
are part of "a program to
promote political interest in
this community in South
African foreign affairs."

Michael Ferrari, coordinator of planning and budgeting
AT ITS WEEKLY meeting
yesterday the council
accepted a recommendation
by the Golf Greens Committee to increase fees for
using the University golf
course by 25 cents The
increase will go into effect
spring quarter.
This recommendation is
part of a new program the
Budget Council began this
quarter It has asked any
facility charging fees for its
programs or services and
contemplating raising them
to submit the proposed fee
increase to the council for
review
The intent is not to handcuff the administration, but
to have the proposed
increases reviewed by the
entire University, which the
committee represents. Dr.
Ferrari said.

Quiet
spot

Talk cites Panther aid
n% W ipfMfS By W#eT^BO«| I

Disguised as Spanish moss, this spider web,
found in an abandoned schoolhouse west of
Bowling Green, was captured by an earlymorning riser.

The speech will begin at
7.00 p.m in 115 Education
Bldg.

Although some people
claim the Black Panther
Party is dying. Toledo Black
Panther Vic Grayson
contended Tuesday it is
growing by organizing all
poor people for survival
In a speech before about 30
persons in the I'istorical
Suite. Union, Grayson said
nearly 500 Toledo families on

welfare and relief take
advantage of the Panthers'
free lunch and clothing
programs on a weekly basis.
"FREE LUNCH, breakfasts
and clothing distributions
institutionalize everything
so poor people can live as
humans," Grayson said.
He said the food coupon
drive, organized last quarter
to collect extra coupons to
purchase food for needy
persons, has been helpful
Last quarter the "Feed the
Children" campaign
collected about (2,000 in
unused coupons, which were
then used to purchase food
from dormitory cafeterias.
The food was turned over to
the Toledo Black Panthers
headquarters and the Wood
County Opportunity Center.
However, according to one
of
the
campaign's
organizers, only about (200
in coupons has been
collected this quarter.

Syrians bomb Israeli posts
By The Associated Press
Syrian jets bombed Israeli
positions in the occupied
Golan Heights yesterday in
retaliation for new Israeli
air and artillery strikes on
guerrilla hideouts in Arab
territory.
Syria claimed its MIG17s
inflicted heavy damage on
the heights, seized by Israel
in the 1967 Middle East war.
Israel said the attack

caused neither casualties
nor damage. It said the
attack by the Soviet-made
jets was the first Syrian air
incursion against Israel
since last September
DAMASCUS RADIO said
the air strikes were in
reprisal for Israeli air and
artillery attacks earlier in
the day against guerrilla
bases In three villages in
southern Syria.
Syria said three guerrillas

Key, BG News
receive awards
The University yearbook.
The Key, and newspaper. The
BG News, have been
awarded an Ail-American
rating
The Associated Collegiate
Press at the University of
Minnesota rates the nation's
college and university yearbooks annually and the newspapers semi-annually. An
Ail-American is the highest
rating possible.
This is the third consecutive year the yearbook
has received an All-American award and the eighth
consecutive time the BG
News has received one.
The Key received marks
of distinction in photography, copv, coverage and
concept Marks of distinction

Private v
Lessons
on all
Instruments
• BAND
• ORCHESTRA
• GUITAR

Callus Now!
lilllt (fldr flliisic phuppr.

352-0170

were awarded to The BG
News in coverage and content, writing and editing,
editorial leadership and
photography.
Issued in four volumes, the
Key was edited by '71 graduates John Cessna. Rebecca
Linder and Kathleen
Baehren Glover.
Kathleen Fraze, junior
(BAl. editor; Damon Beck,
senior (BA). managing
editor; and Philip Stickney
senior (BAl, business manager are in charge of The
BG News

Finding a quiet spot, a young woman roads in University Hall.
On the hour, the well-worn steps, now a resting place, will
face the onslaught of students hurrying to and from classes.

and a civilian were killed in
the attacks on guerrilla
havens about 60 miles south
of Damascus, Syria's
capital
The Israeli military command said all its planes
returned safely despite Arab
claims of heavy antiaircraft
fire.
Israel said it pounded
seven guerrilla bases in the
Syrian desert to retaliate for
attacks by Syrian-based
commandos on the Golan
Heights.
A FOUR-DAY Lebanese
operation ended Monday but
guerrillas claimed Israeli
planes attacked two villages
inside Lebanon yesterday
There were no reports of
casualties

u.
A.
O.

The military command in
Tel Aviv said Syrian planes
penetrated three miles into
Israeli-held airspace in the
attack on the southern of the
Golan Heights.
The command said the
MIG17s-the type of plane
used by the Communists in
the Korean War-flew low,
dropped their bombs, then
sped back across the ceasefire line.
Israeli planes tried to
intercept the MIGs and antiaircraft guns opened fire but
there was no contact, the
command said.
THE TARGETS of the
Syrian attack were
"nahals."
settlements
inhabited by voluntary army

recruits working the land as
part of their military service.
Earlier in the day, Israel
sent waves of fighterbombers into Syria for the
first time since Jan. 24.
A statement said the aim
of the "defense force action
is to bring home to the Syrians and to the terrorists the
fact that we do not intend to
tolerate attacks...carried
out by Syria or from her
territory."
A
Syrian
army
communique said Israel
opened artillery fire on
Syrian villages opposite the
cease-fire line in the early
morning and followed with
an air attack four hours
later.

"FOOD COUPONS are an
instrument in feeding the
poor because so much
money has been channeled
into this program." he said.
"Dormitories and other
groups could organize to
collect coupons."
Grayson said businessmen
in the Toledo area donate

PINOCHLE
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clothing and other goods to
the Panther programs.
"The Black Panther Party
has a clothing factory in
California, and we plan to
distribute only new clothing-including shoes-in the near
future," he said
According to Grayson, the
Panthers are trying to
organize the people around a
spirit of intercommunalism,
a redistribution of community wealth.
"The
purpose
of
intercommunalism is to
institutionalize everything
so people can survive," he
said. "Nobody is oppressed
in this way."
He said educating people
in the community is
important in order to

Vk Grayson
achieve community goals
"As people develop and
become more politically
mature, negative elements
will be obliterated." he said.
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WFAL employs female disc jockeys

Women man morning radio show

NnnplMtabyMfcl
Dawna Hack worth, above, and hat colleague
Wendy work the morning shift at WFAL-680
The women act as disc jockeys and play
popular musk from 7 to 10 a.m. weekdays.

Although broadcast journalism is traditionally a male
field, two women have
landed jobs as disc jockeys
at WFAL. the campus AM
radio station.
Dawna Packworth. junior
(Ed), and Wendy Norden.
junior (B.A.), alternately
handle the weekday 7 to 10
am shift at WFAL.
The women are as different as night and day when it
comes to the type of music
they play for their listeners
Dawna prefers blues,
middle-of-the-road and
Instrumentals. while Wendy
goes in for country rock and
folk music.
DAWNA SAID
impediment gave
in radio.
While attending
University, she

a speech
her a start
Kent State
failed a

Trumpeter Maynard Ferguson
to present concert, clinic
Trumpet player Maynard
Ferguson and his 15-piecc
band from F.ngland will perform in concert Tuesday at 8
P in in the Grand Ballroom.
Union
Ferguson first became
known for his work with the

Stan Kenton Orchestra in
1950. although before that he
had worked with such bands
as Boyd Raeburn's Big
Band, Jimmy Dorsey and
Charlie Barnet
After leaving Kenton in
1953. Ferguson became first-

B.G. Track Team Presents

All-Campus Dance
SAT. MARCH 4
MEN'S GYM 9-1
ENTERTAINMENT BY

"HEAT"

call trumpet man for Paramount Pictures in Pollywood l.'e also formed his
first American band, the
"Birdland Dream Band.'
which was centered at the
"Birdland" jazz club in New
York.
Ferguson and his band will
also hold a music clinic from
4 to 6 p.m Tuesday Clinic
sessions will be conducted by
lead men in each section and
will be held in the Grand
Ballroom. The clinic is free.
Tickets for the performance are (2 for reserved
seats and SI general admission. It is sponsored by the
School of Music and Union
Activities Organization.

speech and hearing test
because she made a "W"
sound instead of an "R "
"They said I would never
go anywhere in life, because
no one would be able to
understand me," she said.
However, she said WFAL
program manager Larry
l.'elm thought she had a British accent that would go well
with radio broadcasting.
Although she was familiar
with some of the equipment
when she first started the
program, she had never
worked it herself. "The first
time I got on the air, I didn't
know what I was doing," she
said.
Dawna said she enjoyed
what she called the
"unprofessionalism" of the
station when she first joined
the staff. But she has different thoughts now.
"It's nice, it's fun, but I
think it should be something
else," she said. "It should be
more of a training experience for us. like what
regular broadcasting is."
WORKING an early morning shift is not without its
problems. She said one
morning she was stopped by
Campus Safety for cutting
through Rodgers Quadrangle
at 6:30 a.m. without an
escort.
Dawna. who has a double
major in English and speech,
hopes to go on to graduate
school and become involved
in some aspect of the
theater, possibly in oral
interpretation.
She said her ambition is to
receive a doctorate and
teach in some small eastern
college
Per future plans don't
include more work in the
broadcasting field. "I think

Is the whole world
going mad?
Find out. Hear

Maynard Ferguson
"World's Greatest Trumpet Sound'

March 7, 8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Union
Gen. Admission $1.00
Reserved $2 00
Available

UNION TICKET OFFICE

AMBASSADOR
GEORGE BUSH
US REPRESENTATIVE TO THE UN

12:30-Grand Ballroom
Thurs., March 2
Maybe Things Are Getting Better

it would be fun for a while,
but I don't think I could
stand being a disc jockey all
my life, chained to the
microphone."
WENDY FIRST started
working at WFAL as a staff
member in the news department Last year she shared a
night shift with one of the
male disc jockeys.
She agreed to work part of
the morning shift when
Dawna was unable to take
the job five days a week.
Wendy is a broadcast
major and is planning to
work in the field when she
graduates. She is also working as a teaching assistant to
Dale Ware, assistant professor of journalism.
Right now she considers
herself a Girl Friday in
broadcasting.
She said she thinks it is
important to keep up on the
latest records and music
trends so she doesn't end up
playing "the same old thing"
every morning.
When she tells people she
is in broadcasting, she said
their reaction often is, "That
would be good; Wendy the
weather girl."
Powever. she said the odd
thing about women in broadcasting is that all of the sudden, everyone wants to hire
a woman.
"IT TENDS to make me
think it's a fad, which is a little upsetting to me. because
I think women belong in
radio, just as they belong in
every other aspect of-life."
she said.
Wendy said it often disturbs her to read what she
considers sexist ads "I'm
pretty sarcastic when I read
them." she said.

She admitted that may not
represent broadcast responsibility. Powever. she said
men have been in broadcasting so long that "when
they write thtse things, or
even when girls on the news
staff write down ads,
community calendar and
bulletin board announce-

RodlO
WOtnQn

ments, they don't realize
that there really is something wrong and they are
exploiting women.
"I think someone should
wake them up to the fact,
and I guess that's my deal,"
she said.
Wendy is a sympathizer
with the women's liberation

movement, although she
said she doesn't agree with
some of its radical ideology.
"I think it's important to
note that there is a men's
liberation movement now.
and I think that is just as
important." she said. "Freeing all people from societal
rolea is a good thing

Wendy Norden demonstrate* her microphone technique at the
campus AM radio station. She says she enjoys her work
because she "thinks women belong in radio."

Mark-Almond reviewed
By Larry Epke
When one of John Mayall's
endless string of blues bands
breaks up. the members usually end up in groups which
play something besides the
restricted blues of Mayall.
Jon Mark and Johnnie
Almond are two ex-Mayall
men who decided to stick
together and form their own
band. Their music is the
stamp of the band, a kind of
"tone painting" with soft
songs abounding in "MarkAlmond II."

The album consists of two
sets of songs held together
by a central theme on each
side. The first side. "The
Sausalito Bay Suite." consists of four songs, all by
Mark, which describe the
feelings of the composer during one day.

THE

SECOND

SIDE,

"Journey Through New England." contains two songs by
Mark and one by bassist
Roger Sutton. It is more
enigmatic, less unified and
displays more of the indi-

vidual skills of the members
of the band.
What makes this group
succeed is the blend of
sounds, not the singular
brilliance of any one member
Jon Mark's guitar playing
relies much more on subtlety than flashiness. Pis vocals
are neither overly polished
nor roughly brash. They are
simple, effective and enjoyable.
Almond's work on the
saxes makes him the most
noticable member in the

THE TIME IS NOW...
TO SIGN UP FOR STUDENT BODY BOARD,
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS'
STAFF INTERVIEWS. SIGN UP IN 405
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING.

Interviews End March 211

instrumentation.
Tommy
Eyre's piano and electric
piano playing is also excellent, but not overbearing.
I ENJOYED THE suite
much more than the second
side. In the suite, the mix of
all the instruments and the
vocals is very pleasant and
the mood remains evident
throughout the set. It is one
of the most effective "settings of scene" I can recall
in any music.
The second side, in contrast, is much more variable
in mood and tempo, as well
as more surreal in lyric. The
vocal harmony in "One Way
Sunday" is much like that of
Crosby. Stills, Nash & Young
and Almond's solos are
allowed wander through the
side.
Still, this is one of the finest albums to come out in
a long time. It's simple
beauty is its virtue. Mark
sings his wish to give his
friends some sunshine in the
song "Friends." If he were
to play this album for them,
he's do just that.
This album is available at
the University Bookstore.

A promise of

men: stop in at
our open house

phi kappa psi
thursday, march 2nd
from 7:30 to 9:00 pm

SOMETHING
FOR
NOTHING
Well, gang, all these giveaways have done us in for
this week (we should know I
because all these ads were
written last Thursday). But I
as soon as the posters
come in, we'll be right back
at it. Meanwhile why don't;
you buy our pizza because -I
it's GOOD!.
Pisanelkj's
Pizza. (Remember • we're:;
in the new 1972 Yellow
Pages under Plumbing Con-1
tractors page 72).
((For $40 more a month f
we could have been on the!
pizza page-!!)))
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Each new stage set has
own difficulties-Hepler
By Atkeaa Softos
"A set designer is in a
different position than an
artist. In art. if a painting is
good, it is signed and shipped
around to win prizes and ribbons.
"As a set designer you're
working on a 90-foot painting
and creation that can't be
shipped around." said John
Hepler associate professor
of speech.
Kepler, a technical director who has designed 234 sets
for the University Theater
Department said, "each set
has its own difficulties and
seems to be the hardest at
that particular time."
Of all his set designs, however,
Hepler said.
"Antigone" in 1961 was outstanding.
"I WAS PLEASED with
Antigone.' It was a very
modernistic set and quite a

bit ahead of its time
Another one that seemed to
be well done was my two
hundredth set. "Murder in
the Cathedral "in 1967
"You really can't compare
sets. In all of them there are
some things you'd wished
you'd done differently. As a
technical director you're not
really satisfied, and I don't
think you should be. You
should always be striving for
a higher goal, "he said.
Some of these perfection-

ist traits were conveyed
when Hepler talked about his
experiences with the set for
the recent production of
Shakespeare's "Henry IV.
Parti.''
"In Henry IV. I had to
make three or four models"
before reaching the final set.
"It was a structurally
heavy set which had to come
down quickly because the
opera was moving on stage
the next day."
IN ORDER TO complete
lilllllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllimUHMjf

footlights
gale bogle
entertainment editor

such tasks in his limited
time. Hepler said a technical
director "has a full time job
and it takes careful planning
to get it all done.
"We must have organization because although we
have good facilities here,
they are inadequate in size.
We still have the same size
shop as when I came, but
with a greatly expanded program." Hepler said.
One major disadvantage to
the shop is lack of space to
build a trial-run set within
the shop. "The set has to
look right, fit right and serve
the director and actor right
the first time." he said.

"it resulted in these." Hepler said as he pointed to his
mouse display "I'm not
really that fond of mice but.
in a way. it serves its purpose to help build enthusiasm before the opening of a
show."

"ONE TIME I wanted to
prove you could put things on
a set that no one could see,"
he said. "So I painted a
mouse on the set as the very
last thing as a sort of a
signature."
The stage crew and actors
searched for the mouse and

After teaching stagecraft
in England during World
War II, Hepler returned to
Ohio Wesleyan where he
became a speech major :ind
received his MA degree in
theater. "It was really a
chain of circumstances." he
said

%

HEPLER STARTED as a
math major at Ohio Wesleyan University. "Stagecraft was sort of forced on
me in college.'" he said. As a
member of a fraternity, he
was required to earn points
for the house by working on a
campus project. Hepler
chose stagecraft because "it
seemed interesting."

Building

John Hepler hat designed and executed 234 sets for
University Theater production* in hit 19 years at Bowling
Green.

Millie Lit supervises

Costumers face problems
By Gale Bogle
Entriluinmcnl Editor

Set
design

The set Hepler created for "Henry IV, Part I" was structurally solid, but alto was
built to be broken down qukkly to the opera could take over Main
Auditorium's stage the day after the production closed.

Take your seats, please
By Patty Bailey
Staff Reporter

"But if the problem comes
up, we could handle it,"
Butler said.

No one has ever been
trapped in one of the narrow
seats in Main Auditorium
during a University theater
production but little old
ladies have fallen down in
the aisles and audience
members have shouted
obscenities from the back of
the theater.
Although the seats in Main
Auditorium measure only 16
inches from side to side, no
one has ever had trouble
getting into or out of them
according to Joe Butler,
sophomore (Ed.t, and a cochairman of the ushering
committee.
Either student bodies
don't come in sizes larger
than 16 inches across, or the
bodies that do don't attend
performances in Main
Auditorium.

USHERS FACE dilemmas
other than size problems
according to Butler. One of
the most common is ticket
mix-ups.
Tickets for performances
in Joe E. Brown Theatre are
printed by computer and
duplicates are a rarity,
according to Butler
However, he said it would
be too expensive to have
computerized tickets for all
of the seats in Main
Auditorium so they are done
by hand. Duplicate tickets
sometimes occur and
occasionally some seats
don't have tickets made for
them.
Occasionally ushers have
to cope with people claiming
the same seat. In one
instance, an usher had 15

people all claiming the same
five seats.
When problems such as
this arise
an arbitrator,
commonly known as the
house manager.
is
called upon to settle the
problem.
A house manager is in
charge of the ushers and of
the entire theater (not
including the actual stage or
backstage area) during a
performance. They also
occasionally act as
bouncers.
For instance, during a
performance in Main
Auditorium last quarter,
some high school students
began shouting things
toward the stage from back
of theater. By the time the
house manager reached the
back to evict them, however,
they had left on their own.
Other problems house
managers face arc

A pair of pants once had a
pocket sewn on the seat
instead of on the side and
two left sleeves were put
Into a dress one day
Another dress was put
together back to front.
Seams have been sown
wrong, entire boxes of pins
dumped on the floor, and
costumes have been fitted to
the wrong person.
But Mildred Lit. assistant
professor of speech,
supervises all this madness
and still manages to get a
completely costumed cast on
stage for almost all the
University Theater's major
productions
COSTUMES ARE built"
in the costume cage located
In University Hall or they

are rented for the
performance
Building a costume
involves creating it from
scratch-drawing a picture.
buying fabric and taking
measurements, according to
Ms. Lit.
When she begins to design
a show. Ms. Lit said she first
reads
the
script.
"Everything comes from the
script." she said.
There are also several
conferences between the
director and the costume
designer, as well as the
scene designer and lighting
designer, to try to get their
concepts about the costumes
and some idea of color, she
said
Ms. Lit said she starts a
design with a black and
white pencil sketch which
she covers with swatches of
material or tr.-.'sfers to a

color plate if she has time.
The costumes are then
built from a cast list, she
said.
ALTHOUGH THIS week,
Ms. Lit said, the costume
cage is only working on one
set of designs because it is
near the end of the quarter,
"we seldom have fewer than
three shows going at once."
Ms Lit said she really
does comparatively little
sewing, and spends more
time on things like cutting,
which the students working
for her don't have the
background to do
For the play "Henry IV,
Part I," no one in the
costume shop did much
sewing, but instead spent
time pounding and
hammering and sawing, she
said.
They had the choice of

confiscating cameras and
tape recorders from
audience members who
bring
them
to
a
performance. It 'sdistracting
to the actors to take pictures
during a play. The use of a
tape recorder without
special permission is also
prohibited.

Alia

Although no one hat ever gotten stuck in one of the teatt in
Main Auditorium of University Hall, In one inttanct five
people Mod to occupy one of that* chairs due te a ticket mbt-

NONE OF THE costumes
is "sacred" according to Ms.
Lit and so a cape is being
relined, and the pink pleated
sleeves from El Gallo's
costume
in
the1:
"Fantasticks" are currently :
residing in a sexy pink
dressing gown.
In fact, a floor length cape ■
that belongs to Ms. Lit i
personally has made its way :
into six productions.

And then there are the"
times when Ms Lit, whosaid she "hates" to sew",
herself, has to worry about
situations like the piece of.
armor that was welded
together and took two hours,
to saw apart. . or the girl
who fell out of the top of her!
costume on stage...

"The house opens at 7:30
but only a few people arrive
then." she said. "On opening
night of 'Henry' there were
only 50 people in the whole
auditorium by 7:45 p.m.
Everyone arrived at 10 or
five of eight and we had to
hold the curtain for 10
minutes."

Cultural Boost
shows cartoons:
to raise funds i.

USHERS ARE not
permitted to hand audience
members a copy of the
program until they arrive at
their seats unless the person
really demands it, according
to Claire Vertocnik, who was
house manager for
"Tomorrow From Any
Window." She said the
reasoning behind this
developed about three years
ago.

^\OIT\

HELMETS WERE made
by forming plaster molds,
and then pouring fiberglass
over the mold Once the.
armor was done, the actors'
who had learned fight scenes
without it. couldn't move in1
it, she said
Ms. Lit said she really
doesn't like to have anyone
else make her costumes, but
in the case of "Henry," she
was able to design the.,
costumes for a Dayton,
company which built them
and then rented them to the
production.

Ms. Lit said her';
background for her job ;
includes a masters degree in :
theater, four years .in"
summer stock, both acting;
and in costumes, and
courses taken at fashioninstitutes.
"I've worked under some'
awfully good people. You:
don't really learn it
(costuming)
in
a:
classroom," she said.

AUDIENCES often
complain about the curtain
being held past the
scheduled starting time but
they seldom realize that the
majority of time they
themselves are responsible,
according to Ivy Austin, who
was house manager for the
University production of
"Henry IV. Part I".

An elderly lady came into
the theater and demanded a
copy of the program at the
door. She was very insistent
so the usher gave her the
program and began to lead
her to her seat.
The woman became very
engrossed in reading the
program while following
him and just before reaching
her row, the little old lady
fell flat on her face in the
aisle of Main Auditorium.

making the costumes or
making the armor, and since
armor is so hard to find, the
costumes were mostly
rented, Ms. Lit said.

COSTUine
COO G

Mildred Lit operates the costume caga with the help of five
paid student!, two graduate assistants and many volunteers
who just stop by and ask to h el p

"Yellow Submarine,";
featuring animated versions
of the Beatles, and Road;
Runner cartoons will be
shown today and tomorrowat 6,8 and 10 p.m. in 201
Hayes Hall.
The cartoons are being
sponsored by Cultural Boost
and Student Body Organization in order to raise money
to keep Cultural Boost
operating for the remainder
of the year.
Cultural Boost was
originally funded by student
donations at the beginning of
this year and the program
has also received a grant of
50 cents for each dollar
donated, which was:
arranged by President Hollis
A. MooreJr.
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Construction ahead of schedule

B. A. building near completion
Construction of the 12 2
million
Business
Administration Bldg. should
be completed by late this
month, five months ahead of
schedule.
Good weather and few
construction
problems
enabled contractors to speed
up contruction of the
building.
originally
scheduled for completion in
late August.

May
occupancy

N« wiphata by MMlWaW
Comltuclion en the n«w Business Administration Bldg. i»
naanng completion Construction it fivo months ahead of
schedule because weather hat boon good and few
problems havo boon encountered.

HOWEVER.
Harry
Lasher, assistant dean of the
College of Business
Administration, said the
college will not be able to
move into its new offices
until May "because state
expenditures
for new
furniture have been tied up
by red tape."
The four-story building
will include 16 large lecture
rooms on the first floor, 132
offices on the second and
third floors, and heating and
ventilation facilities on the
fourth floor.

Drugs, driving studied
an auto simulator machine.
McKelvey said the tests, completed
last June after 10 months, do not mean
that persons under the influence of
marijuana are safer drivers than
persons drinking alcohol.
"It's quite possible that they are not
as alert." he said.
THE STUDY, DIRECTED BY Dr
Andrew B. Dott, compared the driving
skills of persons the driving skills of
persons who had taken various

PROVIDENCE. R.I.
(API- A
forthcoming federal study indicates
that persons who drive under the
influence of marijuana are more
cautious and less aggressive than
drivers under the influence of alcohol,
the director of the lniurv Control
Research Laboratory said.
Dr. Robert McKelvey, said further
tests are planned to determine the
vigilance of marijuana smokers over a
S-to 4-hour period behind the wheel of

strengths of marijuana or no drugs.
Comparisons also were made with the
results of identical tests two years ago
on drivers who were under the influence of moderate amounts of alcohol,
McKelvey said.
McKelvey noted that the control
groups were different for both studies
and suggested the difference in
behavior might stem from social patterns, besides the use of alcohol or
marijuana.

69«= lb.
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GOP discusses funding
for the August convention in
San Diego said yesterday the
party would not accept
"such a disproportionate
share of the expenses from
one source" as $400,000.
Herman said his committee, which is handling
financial arrangements for
the convention, will look into
cash payments from San
Diego groups that are

$1.49 lb.

e^pizzAs^)
Pick our pizza for imperial quality - Napoleon took Italy to get the recipe

HERMAN'S
STATEMENT to newsmen during a
meeting of the Republican
National Committee here
came during a dispute surrounding the reported pledge
of $400,000 to the GOP from
ITT
Columnist Jack Anderson
has reported that ITT promised the $400,000 gift to help
finance (he convention in
return for an agreement last
summer that the Justice
Department go relatively
eat) on the huge conglomerate in a then pending
antitrust case.
ITT has denied ever mak-

The voting for the Alpha
Phi Omega Beauty and
Beast contest will begin
loci,is and continue through
March II
Voters will choose their
beauty and beast by
depositing money donations

Carolyn Wood Award
$1.29 lb.

expected to pay $600,000

DORSEY'S
DRUGS

500 East Woojtcr
Bousing Green

10"
Cheese
Sausage
Pepperoni
Combination: Sausage & Mushrooms
Party: The Works - Giant 14" size Individual pizzas, regular - 20c

$1.00
$1.25
$1.25

PHONE
35f -60 7/

R)@ffiJ$c?
fiond-r s&wa*j
9am- 10 pm
SW»«J 11-6 pm

$2.95

(^SANDWICHES ©®

CHECK OUR DISCONTINUED SHA0ES OF RiVlON AND YAR01EY

Eat them on the march or take them home to your hungry troops.
Ham

49c

Ftueben on Rye

79c

Ham & Cheese

55c

Chili Dog

25c

Fish

45c

Corn Dog

25c

ing such an offer and the Justice Department has denied
discussing it
Last December it was disclosed that the Sheraton
Corp. of America, an ITT
subsidiary, did give $100,000
to help finance the convention and earmarked another
$100,000 for the same cause.
THE SENATE Judiciary
Committee is holding a
special hearing today to
examine Anderson's allegations.
Herman said yesterday
that none of the Sheraton
money has been received by
the Republican National
Committee.

Beauty, beast contest

CONNIE ELLIOT

Baked Meat Loaf

Lasher said these"
departments have been
excluded because they are
relatively autonomous and
are not directly connected to
the same facilities normally
used by other departments
within the college.
He predicted that by
bringing all the departments
under one roof, "teaching
and research will be
facilitated for both teachers
and students."

hp.fa^n delays

GOLDEN TORCH

Smoked or Polish Sausage

the instructors were not
willing to use it," Dr.
Daniels said.
Computer communication
facilities in the new building
will also be hooked up to the
main campus computer,
Lasher said.
The building will house all
departments in the College
of Business Administration
except the School of
Journalism and ROTC
programs.

Although the building is nearly finished, it will not be ready
for occupancy until May. According to Harry Lather, assistant
«,#an in the College of Business Administration, the furniture

CHAR DANVER
JAN LULI
MARY KELLERMAN

Napoleon's army was always well fed
By a group of French chefs with recipes in their heads.
These little cookies went on to great fame
By cooking with sauces over an open flame.
Goodies & Groceries bar b ques every day
With tradition from France and recipes the Texas way.

$1.69 lb.

pinishina
**
i»..L..

ALPHA GAMS SAY
CONGRATULATIONS TO

COBARB Q ITEMS G®

Whole Fryers

universities with adequate
communication between
student and lecturer, no
matter what the distance,"
he said
BOWLING GREEN is the
first university in the area to
try the new system.
Instructors who viewed a
model unit in operation
seemed to be enthusiastic
about the possibilities it
presented, he said.
'",t would be of no use if

THE
STUDENT'S
component includes five
buttons which can be pushed
to indicate the answer to a
multiple choice question
posed by the instructor.
The instructor's console
consists of a board which
records the students'
responses.
By using a seating chart,
the instructor can determine
which students are following
and understanding the points
of his lecture.
Dr
Daniels said the
system will permit students
to become more involved in
a lecture.
"This new system has a lot
of possibilities, and the key
is flexibility," Dr. Daniels
said
"At a later date, we hope
to fit it with computer
communications. In this
way. programs could be
dialed
in from other

WASHINGTON
(APIRepublicans planning the
party's convention this summer say they will not accept
a disproportionate share of
financial contributions from
International Telephone &
Telegraph Co. or any other
single source.
Chairman Richard L. Herman of the GOP Arrangements Committee planning

TEMPTING
TASTY
TAMGY
BARBQ

Spare Ribs

An electronic student
response system will be
installed in two of the large
lecture rooms.
Dr. Glenn Daniels,
director of the instructional
media department, said the
system includes consoles for
students and the instructor.
It also has a recording
device which stores student
responses and permits the
instructor to study them at a
later date to determine a
student's strong and weak
points.

in coin boxes beneath the
pictures of each contestant.
One cent equals one vote.
Voting boxes are located

in the Falcon's Nest. Union,
and on the first floor of the
Library.
Contestants
represent
residence halls, fraternities
and sororities. Independents
are also included in the
contest.
Proceeds will go to the
Charities
Board
for
distribution.

STADIUM VIEW

SUNOCO
SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK
24 HR SERVICE

Today is the LAST DAY

352-9014
1530E. W00STER

•for-

Treat your desserters right!
Goodi-Goodi Cones: Vanilla, Chocolate & Swirl — 15c or 25c

0(209<§

SLUSH: Orange and Grape - 9 oz. - 15c

©

YMJR QUICK STOP GROCERY SHOP
Goodies & Groceries is the quick, convenient way to shop. Just run in
when you run out of things. From canned goods to baby foods,
froren foods to fresh fruits and vegetables, snack items to health and
beauty aids, you'll find what you need and find it fast. And you'll
find it at A&P's low supermarket prices. That's right - you pav no more
in our convenience store. So when you have a few odds and ends to get.
Goodies & Groceries is your fastest bet. When company comes and
the cupboard is bare, it's nice to know that Goodies & Groceries is there.

■=(>« < I II St 1,1-1 < I I II S
CORNER OF MAIN AND NAPOLEON ROAD

Open daily, 11 to 11 - Sundays. 4 to 10

Sorority Rush Sign Up
9 AM

5 PM Panhel Office

315 Student Services Bldg.
$1.50 Registration Fee

JJorroMtXft DWNK

-rrizzA

i

RIP

•• •
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SHA gives renting do's, dorits
Before any student signs a
lease to an off-campus
apartment or room, he
should be aware of some
renting do's and don'ts put
together by the Student
Housing Association (SHA).
First, "know what you're
getting into," said Bruce
Misamore, SKA coordinator.
When making plans to
move off campus, one of the
most important things to
remember is to choose a
suitable roommate, he said.

Filmmaker

tkky Oogon, from Connaout Elementary School, \t
cameraman for clan moviemaking touion. TKo second
Srodore aro working undor the tupervision of Unrvenity
ttudontt enrolled in 'Induitriol Education in tho Elementary
Schools."

"A GUIDE to Off-Campus
Living," published by SHA.
suggested that prospective
roommates "take time to
compare personalities, ages
and backgrounds'' to
determine whether or not
they will be able to get along
with each other in their new
home
A thorough understanding

of the lease is next in
importance. Misamore said.
The lease should specify
the exact dates the lessee
may move in and when he
must move out and the
amount and method of
paying rent (per month, per
quarter).
According to the SHA
pamphlet, it is imperative
that the lessee knows what is
expected of him and what he
can expect from his
landlord.
"Equally important is
never to sign a lease without
seeing the apartment you
are signing for. "it said

attach it to his lease to
insure that no funds will be
deducted from the lessee's
deposit for damages which
occurred before he moved
into the apartment.
The "Guide to Off-C'ampus
Living" also offers the
following warnings and
helpful hints:
--The tenant should
remember that he is

THE PAMPHLET also
advised a student to make a
complete list of existing
damages before moving into
the apartment or room.

MOSCOW (API-Prime
Minister Mujibur Rahman of
Bangladesh met for three
hours yesterday with Premier Alexei N. Kosygin and
Soviet economic experts,
apparently outlining the
need for Soviet aid to his
young nation.
The meeting began in the
Kremlin a few hours after
Mujib arrived in Moscow.
Tass news agency said the
talks covered questions of
cooperation and "topical
international problems of
mutual interest." It reported
the atmosphere was warm
and friendly

He should require the
landlord to sign the list and

U.S. planes bomb enemy bases
SAIGON (API- Enemy
forces attacked in the
central highlands yesterday
and U.S. planes bombed and
strafed bases believed used
to launch the assaults.
The U.S. Command
reported 13 B52 missions,
seven of them in areas from
one to eight miles of Fire
Base 5 northwest of Kontum
in the central highlands,
scene of recent clashes
Two missions were flown
against target areas 26 and
36 miles southwest of Da
Nang in the north, where
fighting broke out this week
The port city and Kontum
have been mentioned by
, senior U.S. officers as

possible targets for a North
Vietnamese offensive.
A SOUTH Vietnamese
spokesman in Pleiku
reported at least three
engagements
with
Communist command troops
in the highlands in the past
24 hours, including several
enemy rocket attacks
In one action near Ben Het
on the border, the
spokesman said, three
enemy soldiers were killed
in a clash with a unit of the
47th Infantry Regiment. The
South Vietnamese reported
no casualties.
To the east in coastal Binh
Dinh Province, the South

Vietnamese claimed killing
four enemy soldiers in a
fight seven miles northwest
of Phu My while suffering no
casualties.
THE U.S. COMMAND
reported that American
forces were reduced by 4.900
men yesterday, dropping the
numher of U.S. servicemen
in Vietnam to fewer than
120.000 in the second largest
troop cut of the war
American troop strength
reached a peak of 543.000
men in April 1969.
On July 1. 1971. American
troop strength in Vietnam
was cut by 6.095 in the
largest reduction o( the war

N.J. abortion law ruled
unconstitutionally vague
TRENTON, N.J. (AP)- A
three-judge federal panel
ruled yesterday that New
Jersey's law permitting
abortions only to save the
mother's
life
is
unconstitutional because it
violates a woman's right to
orivacv.
The court also ruled that
the law is "unconstitutionally vague on its
face" in that it does not
protect doctors from
possible prosecution if they
give their patients abortion
advice. The ruling stemmed
from two suits filed in
December 1970. by the
American Civil Liberties
Union.
.The court said that up until
the fourth month of

pregnancy, a mother's right
to privacy, including the
right to control her own body
and decide whether she has a
child, transcends that of the
embryo.
"THE STATE may not
interfere without a
compelling
public
necessity," the judges ruled.
They said existing law
"permits the state to

establish
reasonable
standards of safety
On the matter of
vagueness, the court said the
law "chills and deters the
plaintiff's physicians in the
exercise of their protected
First Amendment activities
and violates their rights
under the 14th amendment to
freely practice the
profession of their choice."

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
DONNA SNIDER
FOR BEING TAPPED INTO
GOLDEN TORCH
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS

Only Tuesday one soldier
was killed from the 2nd
Squadron of the 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment,
one of the units withdrawn.
The fighting was 24 miles
northeast of Saigon.
"Those were the last
casualties of the war for that
unit." said a spokesman for
the 3rd Brigade of the 1st Air
Cavalry
Division
"Fortunately there was no
contact with the enemy in
our area today. We've had
our share lately."

helicopter companies and
squadrons with a total of
more than 100 aircraft based
in the Mekong Delta, the
Saigon area and Da Nang.
The command's figures
for troop strength in
Vietnam do not include the
32,000 U.S. servicemen at
bases in Thailand, mostly
airmen, and the 15.000-20.000
Navy personnel with the 7th
Fleet and other operations in
Indochina.

THE SQUADRON, the
only remaining armored unit
in the 3rd military region
around Saigon, was attached
to the division. It was
charged with security of
U.S. forces and bases in the
Saigon area.
The U.S. troop cuts
affected 32 Army units and
one small Air Force
detachment. The Army units
included a half dozen

The Kirelands branch will
begin publishing the Mixer, a
contemporary
literary
magazine, this May.
The magazine will accept
poetry of any form, style or
length; short fiction up to
2000 words; essays of 1,0002,000 words; graphic art.
drawings and 8 x 10 photos.
Anyone may submit
material. Manuscripts and
artwork can be sent to Dr.

THIS SATURDAY NIGHT IN
THE CARNATION ROOM

that's
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HAPPY HOURS
SAT 4-6

LIVE MUSIC - Thurs., hi, Sat.

-STONE BRIDGE"
FINAL WINTER
CLEARANCE
ENTIRE STOCK OF
WINTER SPORTSWEAR
Sweaters. Skirts.

Sizes 6-16
Otig to S9

$3

Jackets, Slacks
Sues 36-40
616
Orig to $35

WITH A LOW PRICE TAG
INCLUDING A LOT OF EXTRAS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
FRONT ENGINE - FRONT WHEEL DRIVE
UP TO 35 MILES PER GALLON

*«■■*

"THE PEOPLE of
Bangladesh have on their
side the support of the Soviet
Union, of other Socialists
countries, the support of
friendly India, of all the progressive forces of our time
who sincerely wish you great
successes in all spheres of
life," Kosygin told Mujib.
Mujib scheduled two more
meetings for today with
Soviet leaders.
The Soviet Union was the
first major power to recognize Bangladesh after
Indian-Pakistani war and the
Soviet press has stressed

Mujib's gratitude for
Russian backing of the Bangladesh independence movement
Mujib was making his first
visit outside the Indian
subcontinent since he
became prime minister
after the December war in
which Bangladesh was born.

Jail reform
topic of talk
by attorney
Frank Merritt, attorney
for Able, Inc., Toledo, will
be speaking on jail reform,
Sunday, March 5. at 1045
a.m. at the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship. 123
E. Court St
Merritt is one of the
attorneys who brought suit
against the Lucas and
Hancock (Findlayl county
jails, demanding reforms.
The speech is sponsored by
the Unitarian Fellowship
and is free and open to the
public

B.G. Varsity Cheerleaders
Would Like to Thank

THE GREATEST
FALCON PEP BAND
FOR ALL THEIR &NRLW

t

IJ

Plus LIVE MUSIC

FINAL CLEARANCE
OF CORDUROY JEANS

ists. The Soviet side, in addition to Kosygin, included
Deputy Premier Vladimir S.
Novikov, who specializes in
economic questions, and the
chairman for foreign economic relations, Semyon A.
Skachekov.
In the evening. Mujib was
guest of Kosygin at a Kremlin dinner. The Communist
party chief, Leonid I.
Brezhnev, and President
Nikolai V. Podgorny,
attended.
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Thurs. Nite Special

FRI 2-6
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CANTERBURY INN

W..d£

UNIVERSITY P0NTIAC

Joel D. Rudinger. Editor,c/o
Mixer Magazine, Firelands
Campus, Muron. Ohio 44839
Include a self-addressed
envelope.

Is The End Near?

10$

SMALL CAR

NO DETAILS of the first
session were reported, but
there was little doubt that
the economic woes of Bangladesh were high on the
agenda.
Mujib's
delegation
included economic special-

BUT...

FREE ADMISSION - BEGINS AT 9:00
READINGS BY THURBER

AAujib meets Kosygin

WELCOME
Alpha Gam Neophytes

FACULTY NIGHT

their parents' insurance or
can obtain insurance from
local agencies).
-Don't forget to pay the
rent on time, and pay it in
one total sum.
-Be familiar with eviction
procedures.
For more information,
contact the Student Housing
Association, 420 Student
Services Bldg.

Seeking Soviet aid?

Branch plans magazine

2 for |

responsible, in most cases,
to pay for utilities.
-Since economy is the
primary goal, grocery
shopping should be carefully
planned (stick to a certain
amount of money each week,
shop regularly and look for
special sales).
-Check into personal
property
insurance
(students may be covered by

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP
BIG
TANK
SALE
5-$4.95
10-$5.95
15-$9.95
20-$ 12.95
29-$ 17.95
55-$54.95
125-$ 159.95

0DELL ALL GLASS TANKS

HALF - OFF
BEGINS FEB. 18
ENDS MARCH 4

$5
MON.-WED.-FRI. 1-9 - SATURDAY 9-9
TUES. & THURS. 1-5 - CLOSED SUNDAY

521 S. Prospect
112 S. Mai* St.
Bewl-I Green. Ohio

I Psj»e I The M News, Thundoy. March 1, 1*73

UAA complaint service
ask questions directly to the
person involved" in the area
under discussion
"However, he was unsure
as to the exact format the
proposal
could
take."
Stevens said.
UAA recently reorganized
to provide a higher degree of
specialization within the
organization. Fouke said.
Instead of naming a new
committee every time UAA
undertakes a project, the
organization now
has
standing committees made
up of persons who have an
interest in their committees'
main purposes, he said.
Fouke said the past UAA
was involved in too many
activities unrelated to the
student body

The
Undergraduate
Alumni Association (UAA)
is establishing a program
aimed at cutting the amount
of red tape students claim
•.surround efforts to gain
answers to complaints.
Jerry Fouke. president of
UAA. said if a student has a
.•complaint, he should write a
. letter to UAA, in care of the
Alumni
House. The
organization will contact
•University personnel
• involved in the area under
question
UAA will then plan a
meeting between students
and the appropriate
administrators to discuss
the complaints.
FOUKE said he thinks the
program will help to fill "the
gap between student opinion
and University action."
Paul Stevens, freshman
(B.A.I and one of the
sponsors of the program,
said President Hollii A.
Moore Jr. "liked the general
idea of allowing students to

"AFTER A while, it got to
where we were having
meetings just to have
meetings." he said. As a
result, the group has held
only one meeting so far this
quarter.
He said meetings with

SEE THE ORIGINAL
PSYCHO'UNCUT!

MIDNIGHT SHOW SATURDAY. MARCH 4
at the CLA-ZEl THEATRE, presented by
ALPHA PHI OMEGA. Proceeds go to CHARITY.

committee chairmen seem
to be much more effective
than general membership
meetings
The smaller
meetings act as progress
reports on UAA activities
and can be held in a more
informal atmosphere, he
said
A UAA committee on
voter facilitation is
attempting to involve
students in election
activities in Bowling Green.
"Right now. we are trying
to set up a meeting between
students and interested
community members to
discuss the pros and cons of

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Cope. '71 Gen'I F

allowing students to vote in
BG," Fouke said.
FOUKE admitted most
students "don't even know
we're here."
The only contact many
students ever have with the
organization is through a
brochure given to incoming
freshmen to acquaint them
with the University.
"However, we sincerely
hope that students will take
this new proposal (on
student complaints) into
consideration, and see it as
an opportunity to voice their
grievances and eliminate the
run-around." he said.

Ashbrook, Buckley
to speak on TV-70
Congressman John M. Ashbrook. (R-Ohiol, will join
William F. Buckley Jr. on "Firing Line", WBGU-TV, Sunday, March 5 at 8 p.m.
Ashbrook will explain why he is running against President
Nixon in the March 7 New Hampshire GOP primary.
He will confront liberal Paul N. Mct'loskey, (R-C'alif),
who is also opposing Nixon in the primary.
Ashbrook. who with the support of several influential
conservatives, including Buckley, entered the race against
Nixnn last December, said he would run against the President in the Florida primary regardless of the New Hampshire outcome.
The Ohio Congressman said one aim of his campaign was
to reverse what he termed the "leftward drift" of the Nixon
administration. The number one issue of the campaign is
"our declining military posture," which puts U.S. security in
real danger." he said

ACROSS
1 Airwomen, (or
skort.
S Bine |Uied
Sollerv.
...in'- ship.
14 Oriental baby,
■liter.
15 "Bombs bunting
": 1
word*.
lo Cold wind of the
Adriatic.
17 Engine.
19 Hearts, for one.
20 Heavy boring
tool for sinking
•hafli.
21 Goea down.
23 Liquid
measure.
25 Position; view.
26 Casey Jones.
30 Of stone.
33 Ameriran
pioneer.
34 Name: 1 «t.
36 Wave: Span.
37 Big Ben sound.
38 Small bays.
39 Devastate.

Corp.

4S Leftover.
47 Tournament
area.
49 Solemn act.
50 Bed covera.
53 Princeton
players.
57 Granite.
58 Caaey Jonea.
60 Wings, in
anatomy.
61 Raise the spirits
of.

18 Where Augusta
is.
22 Son of Eve.
24 Purport.
26 Slackened, aa
tide.
17 Not a soul:
2 worda.
28 Often found behind 17 Aeroaa:
2 words.
29 Name for •
canine.

62 Exertion.

31 Ancient Troy.
32 **Thou ,— not
then be false...'
35 Rhythm in
music.
38 New Jersey's
first governor.
39 Turncoat.

63 Colloquial
negative.
64 I «-an. toward.
65 Feminine name.
DOWN

42 Money of a tort.

1 Poet Whitman.
2 Love, in Spain.
3 Side of • playing
card.
4 Housewife's job.
5 Father of five.
6 Noun or ad*
jective suffix:.
7 Put down.
8 Numbers.
9 Bridge supports.
10 Away.
11 Home for 17
across.
12 Electrode of
wire mesh.

43 Aalan tree.

13 Crop.

40 limit.
41 Proofreader's
mark.

41 Barrelfal.
42 Courtyard of ■
house.
44 Small type of
17 Across.
46 Joints.
48 Banal.

50 Grain husk.
51 "Damn Yankees"
girl.
52 City of China.
54 Revise mss.
55 Split.
56 Portuguese
Mi..: Abbr.
59 Inc., in England.

!
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Thursday March 2.1972

Alpenhorn Specials

Spanish Club. 20Shatiel Pall.6 15 pm

Vi Spaghetti - Vi Lasagna
University Karate Club. Forum. Student Services Rldg 7
9 pin Registration info, new classes starting

Live Entertainment

SUE
you a
sure
touch

Campus Crusade ho: Christ, Faculty Lounge. Union. 7 pm

BARRY FITE at the organ
BG8U Fencing Club South Gym. Women s Bldg

• Sandwiches
• Meatball

Christian Science Testimonial Meeting. Prout Chapel,

• Stacked Corned Beef

6 30 pm

• Stacked Roast Beef

tettfs

PACQUIN
SILK N SATIN

18 OUNCE
Vaseline

59^ 49

f-l'AX'l
^-*"" I '•'• l»AVI
>0<
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I

V0 5
HAIR SPRAY

u

10 OUNCE

»'» "OBI

PROTEIN 21
(A SHAMPO
SHAMPOO

• 9 OUNCE
• All IYPES

93'

1.30 ■ AVI
• III MORI

VICKS
FORMULA 44

\
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THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE,
ALL AREA STUDENTS

dow n own
BG
LOST
Mans wallet
V
Pall
vacimly- desperately needed
ID and papers If found call
Gary 353-1241

00

$|

I.D.'s REQUIRED

Ride needed lo Colorado for
Spring break Call 2-4766

.4 0UNC
OUIMCc,

59

*■( ItAVI
■ IZI MORI

WANTED 15.000 riders lo
Something Dilferenl 945 S
Main

WANTED
NOaiHM&T OHIO'S MCVTtST A»K> SSCaTT (
CONCEIT OF LUXURY U1IH1IAWWENTI
NOW ■ EVE 7 20. Ill

ALKA SELTZER
PIUS (III [l IARE1S

SAf SUN

Old bike loi parts Call 352
7650

2. 3:40. b 20. 7:20.1:30

It takes two to make such a special one!

• FOIL WRAPPED

SERVICES OFFERED

■ 1 i ■>' UtiSlS MOOuC'ION

m

» UIIOMi CtMUt HCtMIS MUUI

RIGHT GUARD
^DEODORANT

/59<
MORl|

Specials Thru Sun., March 5

©

HELD OVER - 3RD WEEK IN BG!

• FAMIIT SIZE

till

-

99

*> .m?
• III

NOW

I Vi

JO* 1:30

SAt SUN .2 20. 4:40. 'Ob. 1:30

BLOW YOUR MIND!!!!
see Yellow Submarine and
Roadrunner Cartoons.
AN EVENING OF JOY AND MERRIMENT.
ALL ELVES AND TROLLS INVITED. ___ ...„_,,

THURS. MARCH 2 & FRIDAY MARCH 3

Truck with the Trackmen
Gel hot with PEAT. Dance
March 4. 9 1 Mens Gym
Six of one is definitely NOT
half a dozen of the other
Vote SST on March 8
Madame Sara, reader &
advisor Special wiih this ad$5 reading for $2 417 W
Slale St . Fremont across
from post office
Go sc«? Yellow Submarine &
Roadrunner cartoons March
2Thursday &
March 3Fnday 6-8-10 pm 201 Paves
$100
VOTE
LARRY
CARR
Student Representative lo
the Board of Trustee S B 0
elections March 8
II there is an alcohlic
problem in your home. Al
Anon Family Group may be
able to help you solve it
Please contact
Box 183
Portage Ohm

WILL
TYPE
theses
dissertations, misc neatly &
accurately 352-7752

Sign Up •Sorority Rush 9 5
Panhel Office

PERSONALS

At Pisanello s Pizza we have
the best gimmick of all lo
sell our pizza - good pizza

Go see Yellow Submarine &
Roadrunner cartoon March 2
- Thursday I March 3 Frtdav
6-8-10 pm 201 Payes $100
Sign up Sorority Rush 9-5
Panhel Off ice
29 from BG going to Explo
72 Dallas June 12-17

:

VOTE foi a COOL SPRING
Vole
STUDENT UNITY
PARTY

One penny means one vote
Vole B&B al the Nest

Coeds $800 in scholarships
could be yours Enter ihe
Miss BG Pageant today
Entries deadline Sal. March
4 Call 352 5974

RIOMl to Limit Qimnitiio

for details

WILL DO TYPING phone
352 9385

Phi Mu POPE Marathon
Auditions Need good talent
2-4186 ev enings between 6 & 8
for info

■ AVll
MORI

ALAS IT COSTS $1 00 GET A CULTURAL BOOST

Wanted a motorcycle 287
4526 Around $400 i ange
35mm camera with adj
aperture and shulter for
Journ 107 next quarter ("all
352-0762 anytime after 5

Lee
Paul
Marvin
Newman
"Pocket Money"

• BOX OF 20

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE

RIDES
Need ride to Pa mil Ion Fn.
March 3 Call Larry 352-9253
Two girls need ride to
Florida during break Will
shareexpenses Call 354 1092

SUNDAY - OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS $1.00

.Dry Oi ly. Rerjulai

\

Women's Inters* holaslic Tennis Team conditioning and
practice Mon Thurs. 5 pm. 108 Women s Bldg All
welcome

Alpenaom Room 11 10 11 MM S.I
Dining Room 11 lo 10 MM Sit.
12 to I Sun
SI 3S Only Luncheon Special 11 lo 3

• Hand and
Body Lotion

I'm already missing
whole bunch but I'm
we'll always be in
love Rob

Apartments and rooms near
campus, summer or fall
Phone 352-7365

"Pobo" Betas, thanks for
taking us back In the Pills al
the tea Alpha I*tii»

PENDLETOM
REALTY
offers 9 month leases 3man165. 4 man $55. 2 bedrooms2bath
furnished
777
ManvilleAve 353 3641

Go see Yellow Submarine A
Roadrunner Cartoons March
2 and March 3. 6 8-10 pin 201
Hayes II 00

Coming Soon*
Lasalle's
Spring College Night Watch
for details

FOR SALE OR RENT

°nly$1.00

on a bun or Italian bread

GREENVIEW APTS renting
(or fall 1 & 2 bdrm apts 9 &
12 mon leases Pool, rec &
laundry rooms OK roast
Serious
but
swinging
management See Big John
24 pm 352 1195

Sign Up Sorority Rush 9-5
Panhel office

• Stacked Ham

• Italian Salami

INTENSIVE CARE

515

Closed out of English 204"
Try English 205 - it me«ts
all
requirements
CREATIVELY

Fn & Sal nite

BATH BEADS

CENTER

CAMPUS CALENDAR

w/meat sauce, Italian Salad, £ * r|»
Bread & Butter
only V ' -3"

!

~«®fc~ CL3SSIFIED — *®* ~

ALL SEATS - $ 1. Doors Open 11:30 p.m.

VASELINE

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

The BEAUTY' and BEAST
have arrived at BG
Coming Soon'
Lasalle's
Spring College Night Watch

For wedding gifts or other
occasions see VATAN S109
N Main
Typewriter.
adding
machine, calculator, sales &
service
Belter
Business
Machines i Majestic Paint
Bldg > 227 S Main 352-7780
Go see Yellow Submarine &
Roadrunner cartoons March
2 Thursday and March 3
Friday 6-8 10 pm 201 Payes
$100 '
Chairman Mao eats corned
beef i funny he doesn t look
Jewish)
Now
Ihals
Something Different 945 S
Main
BEYOND TPE ORDINARY
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
MADE JUST TO SUIT YOU
by PP1L1P MORTON al
TPE WORKING
PAND

Panasonic FM AM radiostereo phono & stand Good
condition $50 Also king sue
water bed $20 Rick 372-3202
Brand new Scars Tape
Recorder Max 372 5079
Midi Refng (or sale - I yr

old Waist net 352 7096

Preferred Properties offers
(PERRY PILL VILLAGE
w/exclusive 4Ds Club and
Cherrywood Rec
Center
Model open 7 days a wk 8 5
Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and Sun
Napoleiin Rd phone 352 9378
or 352-7324
F roommale needed Spring
Call 352«98 MARCP FREE
I F rmte Sum June free 3520063
Wanted 2 male roommates Spring Winthrop South fall
352-5412
M roommate for Spring Q
March
free.
Winthrop
Terrace North 352«657 afler
5. .Bob

Parmony Sovereign guitar,
with rase. 3723988 after II
pm

M r male needed Spr Qtr
Ridge Manor $70. 352 7725

16 canoe call 655 3185 alter 5

F rmte needed Sum
Call 352-0082

21'
TV
console
Comb
record player with storage
Both $25 352-0954
67 Chevelle blue make oiler
see at Pagliai s Pizza 669
4364 352-7571
62 Corvair. 4 speed runs
good ■ best offer 352 0826
after 2 pm
'65 Ponl Lemans good cond
needs trans Besl offer. 3527653
'65 VW
sedan headers.
Pursl shifter, new radial
tires, excelleni condition.
354-0233 after 5 pm
66 Ponliac Lemans P.S.
auto, radio call today, make
offer 352-0288
BSA '650' for sate rebuilt
engine, good condition call
Dave 352-6386
Go sec Yellow Submarine &
Roadrunner cartoons March
2 & March 3. 6-8 10 pm 201
Payes$100
FOR SALE • one slightly
used Super Deli Ealen by a
little old lady, only on
Sundays
Something
Different 945 S Main
Bowling
Green's only
exclusive recreation room
Pealed
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Parly
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOulside Courtyard w patio
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms, all this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352-7324
Male,
roommate
$SY00 month
352-9253
NORTP GROVE APTS 2
bedroom
townhouse.
UNFURN1SPED $160 per
mon
NINE
MONTP

LEASES 353-5891 or 353-3641
Extra nice, large 2 bedroom
apts E Merry St $70 per
student phone 352-73*5

Qtr

Bowling
Green s
only
exclusive recreation room
1'eated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
fireplace w kitchen
Party
Room w kitchen facilities
and bar-Oulside Courtyard
w patios and gas grillsDance Area-Locker Rooms.
all this offered by Preferred
Properties ph 352-9387 or
352-7324

I M Sprg Sum $55 mo
Winthrop N 352-5679

2 rms for Spr Qtr grad or
under {rad M Students
'■
(ilk from campus 141 Troup

JO-MIT
(Quality rms for coeds Sp
Qtr Quiet, close to campus
352 7056
Bowling
Green's only
exclusive recreation room
Pealed
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w' kitchen facilities and bar
Outside Courtyard w pat HIS
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms, all this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or 3527324
Need 2 F to share apt next
vr Cherry Pill call Nancv 23825 or Connie 2-5210
F
roommate needed call
372 4559 MARCP FREE
Apl for rent
March
lease exp
in June
Palmer Apt 7 after 5 pm

F needed Spring Qlt own
room call Sue after 5. 354
•.1002 I blk from campus
Sublease - Summer only,
airconditioned.
fully
furnished dirt cheap rates'
Call 352 5626 ANYTIME
Need 1. 2 or 3 F r mates Spr
Qtr $45 mo ea 352-6395
Preferred Properties offers
("PERRY PILL VILLAGE
w exclusive 4Ds Club and
Cherrywood Rec
("enter
Model open 7 days a wk 8-5
Mon Fn 1-5 Sat and Sun
Napoleon Rd phone 352-9378
or 352-7324
Malesisi
or
female* s>
wanted to sub apt for Sum
Aircond
pool. CPEAP"
Call 352-7439
Apl lo sublet summ 2 man
furn all utls pd Arrange
own price ph 352-0875
,

Need 1 F $50 month no
deposit mimed or Spr Call
3524659

If you are looking for a clean
reasonable room for Spr
Qir come to the Ross Poiel
102 N Prospect of call 354

I male for Spring Quarter
$50 month Varsity Sq Apis
352-7881

6641

Wanted I F roommate Spr
Qtr $50 mo plus utilities
352-7325
Mature lemale room 4board in private home Call
354-3473 after 3 pm
Needed
I F roommale lo
sublease
apt
soon
as
possible
Cherry
Pill
•
furnished, carpeted I month
free rent Call 2 4026 or 24822
Preferred Properties olfers
(PERRY PILL VILLAGE
w exclusive 4Ds Club and
cherrywood Rec
Center
Model open 7 days a wk 8 5
Mon-Fn 15 Sal and Sun
Napoleon Rd phone 352-9378
or 352-7324
2 bdrm
campus
occup

trailer close to
354-5625 Immed

I or 2 M roommates needed
desparately for Spr Qtr
Winthrop south call 352-7891
Now leasing. 1 and 2
bedroom
apartments,
spring, summer fall, low
ra;es. 9 month leases
Pendletor. Really Co 3533641

2.3 F rmte needed Sp 1 Su
turn pt. 352 5528 $52 50 mo

F roommate Spring Qtr
Pool & Rec Center 352 7096
Musi sublease apt Reduced
rales 352-6692

CAMPUS MANOR
behind
Burger Chef for the finest in
campus living
Furnished
complete. FULL securitv
system PARKING. SPOPS
CLASSROOMS.
DOWNTOWN. CHURCPES
all at your front ttoor Ph
352-9302 or 352-7345 after 6
pm

Now renting for Summer
Quarter
$150
a
month
everything included except
electricity
Preferred
Properties 352-9378
CAMPUS MANOR - behind
Burger Chef Apt available
for Spr Qtr Ph 352-9301 or
353 7365 after 6
4-rm furn spl $140 Married
couples Inq 914 E Woostet
or 669 2156 after 5
Single room for Spr
near campus 352-7365

Save the News

Qir

Go see Yellow Submarine &
Roadrunner
cartoons
March 2 Thursday & March 3
Fndav 6-8 10 pm 201 Payes
$100

201 HAYES

6-8-10 p.m.

pd
318

March 11

The M New., ThuneWy, Menh J, 1*71/Fee. t

Officials
object to

Ms. Eckman cites roles

Women and the church

amnesty

In spite of ancient writings
discouraging female
participation in the church,
women are capable of total
involvement in religious
organizations, according to
Martha Eckman, assistant
professor in English.
Ms Eckman spoke about
women's role in the church
to a predominantly female
audience Tuesday at the
Newman Center.

WASHINGTON (AP)The
Pentagon and Justice
Department, objecting to
any general grant of
amnesty for Vietnam war
resislers, said yesterday
more than 50.000 men have
deserted the armed forces or
violated draft laws in the
Vietnam era.
Currently there are an
estimated 30.000 deserters, a
Pentagon official said at I
Senate Judiciary subcommittee hearing.
The assistant secretary of
defense for personnel. Maj.
Gen. Leo Benade, said the
the figure includes 2,232 men
who have deserted to such
foreign countries as Sweden,
Canada and Mexico.

Woman S
.
rOIB

Mortha Eckman, Ml, assistant professor in English, spoke to a
group at tho Nowmon Cantor Tuesday about woman's role in
religious organisations.

ALSO participating in the
discussion were Ramsay
Jones, an ordained
Presbyterian clergyman,
and Evelyn Reddin, an
ordained Presbyterian elder.
Ms. Eckman said women
have been traditionally
discouraged
from
participating in the church.

Berrigan jury hears letters
PARRISBURG. Pa (APIBlowing up heating tunnels
in Washington. DC headed
Rev Philip Berrigan's list of
priorities as a militant antiwar leader, according to a
letter
supposedly
intercepted by the FBI and
read yesterday at Berrigan's
trial
"The District is still the
elusive golden fleece." the
Catholic priest wrote Sister
Elizabeth McMister June 29.
1970
The letter was turned over
to the FBI by informer Boyd
Douglas, main government
witness at the federal
conspiracy trial of Berrigan
and six codefendants.
including the nun.

District, this should have
priority for the winter of
1970-1971." Berrigan is
quoted in one of more than a
dozen letters read into the
trial report by Assl. Atty.
Gen William Lynch
However, less than two
months
later.
the
government claims, a
purported plan to kidnap
presidential advisor Henry
A. Kissinger threatened to
push the tunnel bombing
scheme into the background.
"Why not coordinate it
with the one against Capitol
utilities?" Berrigan was
quoted as writing in an Aug
22. 1970 letter that is part of
the indictment against him
and the others.

"SINCE RESOURCES
appear available for the
subterranean project in the

LYNCH-S READING of
the letter was timed to reach
its climax with the August 22

missive, one of many
exchanged
between
Berrigan and Sister
McAlister. She was
allegedly his chief lieutenant
outside the walls of the
Lewisburg. Pa., federal
pri-.on.
Berrigan. 48. entered
Lewisburg in the spring of
1970 to begin a six-year term
for destroying draft board
records.
Douglas testified that he
was recruited by Berrigan to
smuggle letters in and out
for the priest. Douglas, a 31year-old convict, was able to
leave and re-enter the prison
daily as a study-release
student al nearby Bucknell
University.
He was paroled Dec 16,
1972 from a term for
transportation of fraudulent

Business gome finals begin
Four Marketing Club
members and their faculty
advisor leave for Atlanta
today to participate in the
finals of the seventh annual
Intercollegiate
Business
"Game" at Emory University.
Seniors Joe Jerome,
Denny Cesen and Paula
Kess. and junior Mark
Zajac. all in the College of
Business Administration,
"manufacture" stainless
steel flatware and pots and
pans as part of the game.
Their advisor is Dr. John
Holmes, associate professor
of marketing
Thirty-nine colleges are
participating in the game.
Each school's team is set

up as a business with several
teams grouped in similar
business to form an industry.
For six weeks the team
has been analyzing data on
producing, finance management, marketing and forecasting received from a
computer programmed by
R.L. Jensen, professor at
Emory University
Each team is linked to the
computer by teletype data
phones. Over a theoretical
period of three years, each
team makes 12 quarterly
operating decisions (two per
week) on the basis of
demand, market prices and
market forecasts.
Each team's decision
affects other businesses in
the same industry.

"Last year our team was
champion of its industry,
making golf clubs and tennis
rackets. We also placed
second nationally," Dr.
Holmes said.
At the Emory University
conference, which runs
tonight through Saturday,
the team will decide its final
move in the game
Judging will be based on
computer results, team
strategies and annual
reports.

checks and assault on an FBI
agent
He testified that he turned
FBI informer while serving
as Berrigan's courier, and
provided copies of letters
to the federal agency.

The defense is seeking to
subpoena FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover to produce
voluminous records relating
to Douglas' criminal record
and his work as an FBI
informant.

Basing its philosophy on
statements by St. Paul
recorded in the New
Testament, the church at
one time would not permit
women to speak in church,
she said.
She claimed they were not
even permitted to read the
Old Testament.
Ms. Eckman said the first
account of the story of the
resurrection was written by
a woman whom nobody
would believe.
Few women, with the
exception of Ruth, were
noted as successful persons
in the Bible, she said.
However. Ms. Eckman
pointed out that it isn't that
surprising since men wrote
the Bible
EVEN IF she volunteered,
there were certain duties
which a woman traditionally
could not perform, Ms
Eckman said.
Women were not allowed
to serve communion because
of the "Blood Taboo." which
designated them as unclean
and unfit
However, at the beginning
of the 19th century, women
began to question "the role
into which they were cast,"
Ms. Eckman said.

She said today women
have more freedom to
choose what kinds of
positions they will hold in the
church. However, it has
been only within the last five
years that the progressive
churches have permitted
women to serve as elders.
A new trend in some
churches is "Women's
Day," during which the
women conduct the entire
service, she said
She said she believes the
results indicate that women

are capable of handling
leadership positions
"LET recognition go to the
person who eprns It," she
said.
Ms. Eckman has become
interested in the women'*
liberation movement, which
she said is tied directly to
the black movement.
There is a women's
liberation and a men's
liberation, and "we mult
work to free us all from sex
stereotypes."
"We should all laugh
together," she said.

Laird explains
U.S. draft goal
WASHINGTON (APlSecretary of Defense Melvin
R. I ..iiul said yesterday he
hopes to cut the nation's
draft to 50.000 men this year.
"Our goal is still an allvolunteer force by June 30,
1973, "hesaid
Laird said the draft was
300.000 In 1969. the year he
took offlM, 200,000 in 1970.
100.000 last year "and we

N. Irish militiaman slain
BELFAST
(APITerrorists marched a
Northern Irish militiaman
from his home yesterday
and shot him to death,
minutes after assuring his
sobbing wife he would not be
harmed.
Militiaman
Tommy
Fletcher was in his
farmhouse only 100 vards
from the border of the Irish
republic when the terrorists
presumably an assassination
squad of the Irish
Republican Army entered
and took him away.
Hours later a giant bomb
rocked
Londonderry,
wounding at least 15 persons,
including two soldiers, and
causing the city center's
. worst damage in more than
two years of violence.

militiaman to die in less
than 12 hours Two. hooded
gunmen burst into the
Durgan home of Harry
Dixon and shot him dead
Tuesday night His 11-yearold daughter was struck in
the leg by a bullet.
Both deaths were blamed
on the Irish Republican
Army-IRA-which is waging
a guerilla campaign to wrest
the
Protestant-dominated
north from British rule and
,unite it with overwhelmingly
Roman Catholic republic.

behind army cordons they
were hit by flying glass.
Fletcher, 43. was kissing
is wife before leaving for his
regular job. He was bustled
into a nearby field where
three bullets were pumped
into his head.
His wife, who heard the
shots, said the gunmen had
told her Fletcher would not
be hurt.
FLETCHER, a private in
the Ulster Defense
Regiment, was the second

IN BELFAST, the British
army said it captured an
IRA bnmbmaker high on its
wanted list after raiding a
house in the capital's
Catholic Andersontown
quarter
An army spokesman said
an army squad which raided
the area after a tip found the
man huddled in an attic
The spokesman did not
name the captive but
claimed he was a
"provisional" IRA officer.

hope to cut it in half again
this year."
He made the announcement just before a cloieddoor appearance before the
House Appropriations Committee.
The secretary also said he
may ask Congress for
authority to draft men into
the National Guard and military reserves but said he will
wait at least two months to
see if the new military pay
raise will draw enough men
to meet their man-power
needs.
"Hopefully we will not
have to use the selective service," he said.

'I

I Home - Cooked B
MEALS
I
I
Try our
DAILY

SPECIALS

j CRANKER'S
RESTAURANT
307 S. MAIN

JUST RELEASED!
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND

THE BOMB, estimated at
up to 100 pounds of gelignite,
exploded in a parked taxi
and damaged all 50 shops on
Ferryquay Street.
Persons in the shop were
evacuatedafter awarningbut
even hundreds of yards away

REDDISH
SPORTING GOODS
Spring Sports Equipment

U.AO. PRESENTS

CRAIG C0PP
AND
SAM WENGER
THIS FRIDAY

Baseball Equipment - Converse Shoes
Tennis Equipment - Racket Restringing
Scuba Gear U.S. Divers
Swimming Accessories
Team Supplies
Exercise Equipment
Trophies and Engraving

IN THE CARDINAL ROOM
8:30 to 11 00-ONLY 25c

101 N. MAIN ST.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA PROUDL Y PRESENTS

BEAUTY AND BEAST

352-0789

Side one
1. Ain't Wast in'
Time No More
2. Les Brers In
a Minor
3. Melissa

EAT A PEACH
dedicated to a brother,
D UANE ALLMAN
2 RECORD SET

Side Three
1. One Way Out
2. Trouble No More
3. Stand back
4. Blue Sky
5. Little Martha

MARCH 2 THROUGH MARCH 11
/ PENNY = 1 VOTE

boxes are heated m the Nest anil Fust Floor Library

Side Two
1. Mountain Jam

SATURDAY, MARCH 4th - 8:00 P.M.
GRAND BALLROOM - ADMISSION $1.00

1. Mountain Jam con't.

(jjli^jers Records

WAKE UP AND BE UNDER THE SPELL OF

JOHN KOUSCH

$6.99

Side Four

128 N. MAIN
* diamond
replacement
needles

Gift
Certificates

* Open daily 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

* Sundays Noon
to 6 p.m.

Shop tor greatest selection of records and tapes in Bowling Grata ana

I
I
I
I
I
I

J

»KVTtw BO News, Thwedey, Men* a, IfTS

Duo strengthens offense
By KENNY WHITE
Spom Writer
In the span of the fourgame winning streak of the
freshman basketball team,
the play of the "Dayton
Duo" was something to
relish
Bill "The Thrill" Howard
and Cornelius "The Magician" Cash were two of the
strong factors as the yearlings finished the season
with a fine 10-4 record.
Coach Pat Haley recruited
the two big men to bring the
sorely needed height that the
varsity has lacked in recent
years. They are two young
players who are still learning the game and should be
future stars of the MidAmerican Conference if they
work hard at being good ball
players
The duo ended their freshman year on a strong note by
turning in some fine
performances It seemed as
though the two began lo play
together and they started to
get more than the job done
for the team.
Both of the walking skyscrapers performed much
better offensively than at the
beginning of the year. Also

Cornelius Cash

their defensive abilities had
been elevated to great
heights, to the point where
they just intimidated many
of the opposing ball players.
ALTHOUGH THE TWO
were still called for a lot of
unnecessary fouls, their
greatest attribute was that
they were filling the lanes,
cutting off the passing lanes,
and helping each other
I teammates I preventing the
players from taking the base
line. Their most exciting
defensive ability was blocking shots and pinning many
shots on the backboard.

In the game against the
Toledo freshmen. Cash and
Howard slapped away 10
shots and they pinned six
shots on the backboard. The
referees callecj.goaltending
on some of the blocks but It
didn't frustrate the duo.
Toledo knew that they were
6'10" (Howard) and 6'8"
(Cash).
BUI, who was giving the
fans many thrills, was a
story in himself as the year
wore on. It seemed as though
the "Dayton Cornstalk"
improved with every outing.
Howard just started playing
organized basketball three
years ago
HOWARD developed an
exceptional outside shot for
a man his size and just
became a terror. He hit a
personal high of 25 points in
the last game against
Aquinas. When it comes to
rebounding, Howard has
truly been' 'The Chairman of
the Boards" during the
whole campaign. IV also had
a game high 22 rebounds
against the same Aquinas
team.
When one talks about "The
Magician" (Cash) you can
compare him with excep-

Skip Howard

tional ability. For a man his
size. Cash has given the fans
many ooh's and aah's this
year. For the coaches, it has
been a pleasure to watch
Cash mature into a complete
ballplayer. He has the tools
to be a great one, but in
many instances he was just
being an ordinary ballplayer.
Throughout the season
Cash learned more than one
thing that will make him one
of the league's top forwards
next year. He has excelled
on both parts of his game
and now can do anything a
ardcando.

"The Magician" hasbecome a better ball handler. He has improved
tremendously on defense.
He moves constantly when
he doesn't have the ball to
get the open shot, and he is
developing a solid outside
shot to go along with his
strong inside game.
ONE OF Cash's strongest
abilities is his knack to go to
the basket This year, in
many instances, he has
rebounded his teammates'
shots and put them right
back up. The usual result is a
three-point play.
Next year should be one of
much more basketball
education for the two big
men. During the off season,
l.'oward and Cash should
dedicate themselves to a
weight program to build up
their bodies, and they should
play ball as frequently as
possible.
Howard will definitely be
working on his defensive
game, and Cash will be
working on his left hand and
his outside shot They willi
probably come back to
Falconland next year and
make strong believers out of
some of their critici.

1

MacDonald sets records
By JIM KKKSTI.K
For a runner whose goal
was "just being able to make
the team," Bowling Green
sophomore,
Craig
MacDonald, has come a long
way.
Last weekend at the Ohio
State Invitational in
Columbus, "Spider," as his
teammates call him, led off
BG's record-setting distance
medley relay with a personal
best half-mile of 1:52.6.
Topping that, the next day he
was the Falcon record
holder in the 1,000 yard run
for only five minutes. All
American Dave Wottle
bettered "Spider's" record
time of 2:11.2 in the next heat
with a 2:08.2.
THIS WEEKEND at the
EMU Invitational, "Spider"
will run one of his listed
specialties, the two-mile.
Most of his success this
season has come in shorter
distances such as the mile,

Craig MacDonald

where his time of 4:05.1
qualifies him for the NCAA
meet.
How does one explain the
sudden transition from a
promising distance runner
as a fn>sh to a national
caliber miler a year later?
"He isn't blessed with
great speed but he competes
well with what he has." says

Brodt's medley team
misses world record
Bowling Green's head
track coach. Mel Brodl. has
been wearing a broad grin
lately, and last weekend's
performances at the Ohio
State Invitational meel
made that grin even bigger.
Missing the world record
by 5.2 seconds, the distance
medley team of Craig
MacDonald. Ted Farver. Sid
Sink and Dave Wottle set a
meet and school record with
a time of 9:45
Each member of the relay
team had personal indoor
bests for his respective part
of the event.
MacDonald led off with a
1:52.6 half-mile, and Farver
followed with a 48.4 quartermile Sink added a 3:01.4
three-quarter mile and
Wottle. running unpressed.
was clocked in 4:02.6 for the
anchor mile.
Both MacDonald and
Wottle came back the next
day to win their heats of the
1,000-yard run. Wottle
chalked up his second meet
and school record with a
»:08.2 for first place
MacDonald's 2:11.2 was also
under Woltle's old school
record and was good enough
for third in the event
NOT SATISFIED with two
school records, Wottle added

a third school mark in the
880-yard run with a time of
1:52.6. He was third in the
race, which was run only an
hour after the distance
medley event.
Personal bests of 4:10 and
4:10 2 netted milers Rich
Breeze and Bob McOmber
second and third places,
respectively, in the mile.
Breeze, along with Sink.
Bruce Vermilyea and Steve
Danforth. combined their
efforts (each running an 880yard dash I for a third place
in the two-mile relay in 7:43.
Other placers were: Jon
Helder. sixth in the 600-yard
dash in 1:11.9: Dave Fegley.
fourth with a 8.8 in the 70yard hurdles: and Danforth,
Sink and Tracy Elliott,
second, third and fifth in the
two-mile run with times of
9:03. 9:08 and 9:12
respectively.
Captain Eddie Watkins
was unable to compete last
weekend due to what doctors
diagnosed as a kidney
infection.
This weekend the track
team will compete in the
Eastern Michigan Classic.
Next weekend the NCAA
Indoor meet will be held in
Detroit.

Coach Mel Brodt. "Strength
is what he lacks right now,
but he makes up for it by
being a terrific competitor."
Gangly, with boyish
freckles and sporting a
shock of wheat colored hair
atop his head, MacDonald
resembles Mark Twain's
Huck Finn. He runs rather
stiffly, and on first glance
doesn't resemble the two all
Americans in whose
footsteps he follows, Sid Sink
and Dave Wottle But on the
track his last lap "kick"
has similar effect on
opponents; it leaves them a
nice view of his heels.
"SPIDER" HAS been
showing people his heels
since seventh grade where
he was the fastest in his
school in the 600-yard run.
He moved from fastest in
the school to fastest in the
state in his senior year of
high school. As team
captain, he and his team won
New York Class "B" state
crosscountry titles.
"I'm not really the city
type,"
confessed
MacDonald. So when looking
for a college, he wanted one
away from Long Island and
one which was good in track.
C.W. Post and Kent State
tried to recruit him but he
chose Bowling Green.
"I'm lucky I did, I guess,"
says "Spider." "Coach
Brodt and Sid (Sink) have
helped me a lot. along with
the rest of the team."
"Sometimes I get mad at
him," says MacDonald of
Sink as a workout leader.
"But I know he helps us.
especially getting us
'psyched' before races."
"I USED TO get sick
before most of my races in
high school, because I was so
nervous." says MacDonald
"My teammates would look
over and see me and say 'Oh
boy, he's going to run good.'
1 don't get sick much
anymore, though."
MacDonald was scratched
from
this
year's
crosscountry roster after
suffering a stress fracture.
"Watching all the crosscountry meets while I was
injured made me want to run
even more." MacDonald
said of his comeback
"Especially the MAC meet.
I felt so helpless when I tried
to run and couldn't. It was
really frustrating."
The only people who are
frustrated now. though, are
the ones trying to catch him.

U.A.O. CAMPUS FUCKS
GREAT CATHERINE - 210 Math Scl
HARPER - 220 Math Science
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Sid Sink combined with his teammates last
weekend at the Ohio State Invitational* to boast a
neat world record in the distance medley. Sink
added a 3:01.4 three-auarter mile effort to he
medley.

Basebal clinic
The Athletic Department
will sponsor its sixth annual
Northwest Ohio Baseball
Clinic Saturday morning
Late registration begins at
8:15 in the lobby near 115
Education Bldg All male
students are invited to
attend and the registration
fee is 50 cents.
Featured speakers will be
former major leaguers Gene
Woodling and Tom Tresh.
Woodling. a 24-year veteran
of the big leagues, is
scheduled to speak on "The
Art of Hitting" at 9:40 in
Men's Gym.
Tresh. a 13-year veteran of
organized baseball, will
speak on infield play at 2
p.m.. also in Men's Gym.
Other featured speakers
are the head baseball
coaches of Eastern and Central Michigan universities.

TURNPIKE

TRAVELERS
222 N. MAIN
352-6905
Solas and Service

the former chief umpire of
the International League,
head BGSU trainer Robert
Livengood and BGSU head
coach Don Purvis
Also featured at 8:15 am.
will be the 1971 World Series
and All-Star game films, in
113 Education Bldg

Foiled
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Falcon goaltendor Tarry Mislcolcii who was injured in last
Friday's game against St. Louis, is shown stopping a close-in
shot. Miskolczi gave way to Paul Galaski who went on to keep
the Falcons even with the Billikens
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BG's 2 all' candidates

4.
/**~~ 4fav
As another highly
successful hockey season
comes to a close, two Falcon
skaters are being touted for
all-American honors by BG
sports information director
BobMoyers
The two are Mike
"Bronco" Bartley. who has
skated circles around
everybody this season, and
Chuck Gyles, known as the
BobbOrr of the Falcons.
It's hard to argue Bob's
point.
BARTLEY. FROM all
available records, is the
nation's leading scorer with
35 goals, 29 assists for 64
points. Earlier in the season
I recall talking to coach Jack
Vivian about BG's Mr.
Golden Wheels. Vivian said
he thought Bartley might
even be able to score 40
goals in a season, quite an
unprecedented figure in
college ranks.
But with two games still
remaining on the schedule.
Bartley, a sophomore center
from Sarnia, out
could
concievable reach that
plateau this season.
In a six-game stretch
during late January and
early February. Bartley
scored a phenomenal 14
goals and 26 total points. The
streak was climaxed by a
four-goal, two-assist game
against Ohio U., which game
him a couple of school
records.
GYLES, THE Ajax. Ont
junior who owns all nine
Bowling Green scoring
records for a rearguard,
supposedly leads the nation's
defensemen with 17 goals, 39
assists for 56 points.
Gyles led the team in
scoring for most of threequarters of the season until
Bartley got hot and overtook
him. He's scored a goal in
six consecutive games this
year, broken the team

By FRED R. ORTLIP
Assistant Sports Editor

record for assists and scored
the two quickest goals (28
seconds) by one man.
Both Bartley and Gyles
finished one-two in the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association scoring race this
season. Bartley rammed
home 18 goals and 28 points
while Gyles had eight goals
and 26 points.
WHILE THE duo might
not receive recognition this
season, there's always next
year. "With the kind of
competition we'll be playing
next season, they should get
enough national appeal to
make it providing they have
great seasons,'' said Vivian
The all-American teams
are selected by the
American Hockey Coaches
Association, including about
16 from the east. 10 from the
west and about 14 other
independents,
including
Vivian. And since there are
no nominations but straight
voting, Vivian will write in
Bartley's and Gyles' names
when the ballot comes
around
The man who has played
an important part in the
surge of the Bowling Green
hockey program, Gord
McCosh. will try to make a
comeback this weekend in

On your GOLDEN TORCH
Membership
— FEATURING —
Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Fall Coarse Family
D liner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tees, thru Sat.
7:38-8.
Sundays 7:3*-7:M

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM
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THE AJAX, Ont . center
who had to sit out the end of
last season with a neck
injury, had been fighting it
out with Gyles for the team
scoring leadership when he
was injured
Through 22 games this
season he had 18 goals and 38
points, and even though he's
missed nine games, he's only
dropped lo fifth place in
team scoring.
Ted Sator and Tom
Sheehan. two Falcons who
departed the team some
three weeks ago to try out
for the U.S. team in the
World University Games
held in Placid, NY., have
made the team.

TURNPIKE TRAVELERS
510 2-Dr Sedan

Drive a Datsun
then decide

222 N. MAIN
352-6905

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

SALES & SERVICE

Car Wash
gas

PHI MUS Congratulate
Cathy Pratt
Kathy Binns
Ann Saddlemire

the CO! A Tournament in St
Louis.
McCosh, who suffered a
broken collarbone, in the
Lake Forest game. Jan. 29.
was thought to be lost for the
season. But's he's been
working out lately and
appears to be ready for
action.
"We'll try him this
weekend," said Vivian.
"We'll get him taped up good
and see if he can go. But if
there"s any chance of
wrecking him for the future-forget it-even though this
is a very big weekend and we
could sure use him."
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15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75
RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN
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cPageant
* $800 in scholarships and thousands more en
the state and national levels
* Opportunity to represent Wood County in
the Miss Ohio Pageant
* Many other prizes and trophies
UNIVERSITY COEDS ARE ELIGIBLE TO COMPETE ENTRIES
MUST BE RECEIVED BY SATURDAY, MARCH 4. FOR AN
ENTRY BLANK CALL MRS. ROBERT VANNETT, 332-5974.
BpeaaOJ—1 by BG Chomb«f of Ctmnwn

FREE WITH ID.

Mighty to Mini,
Honda ha* it ait.
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